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'fit.le: The E.r.wironmo.nta1. 
on high School Stur.knts 
r:d.nce World Wa.r II. 
They 
Because qf the lack of 
such t1eod.ed theory, sugg~sticms made to alleviate th<;; crisis have 
been dir:rnrga.nized: population control, politieal action, economic 
&tu.cation, with the :intent to generate 
data to guide curriculum development~ is the focn.1s of this study. 
'U~is explorator-.f study investigated. the awareness, concer·n, 
end :1J:1volvement of hiGh .school students iid.th -the environmental 
crisis~ those i-.tw had 
ta.ken e .. ::.i fi'lcology course ( i-r:.f ci"mants) ii a.nd those who had n.ot (random)~ 
A totaJ. of 98 students and 5 teachers wer~1 :tnterv:i.ewed at two 
Portland high schools, Rey:nolds ;:.nd Aloha., in the spring of 19?1. 
Tha 5.nterviews consisted of three pnrtn ~ a ranking of tha 
irfxp<n"t<?..nce of ecolog:i.ca.1 problems by the studonts ustng eco1c.gical 
pictures, followed by a di.scussion of tho r&asoris fen'" th~~~ o:nier; n:.J 
i.?Aterview· using direct questions: e.11d ~- qu6st.i~:n .. 7laD:'e ~~::;king 
d~ita was coded, and stat1.stl.cal.1y· B.nalyz£:d by & compu.te:e. 
The data j.ndica.te that the ecology cov.rses did :influemce the 
ir1formants. ~ Reynolds ini.'ormants tended to view at.titude change 
a.s the most important tas~ to alleviate eco1ogica.1 prc.~b1r;znst whereas 
tho Aloha informants saw the major task reducing population 
~" ,~ .. ~i-1:-i /S::,. -f J..1"><"'>'17:"~ ... ,.: ~-r··-g ... C•i!~'-·J.~ "\('.::.....,.;:t ''""' i.. .. ~ .... .,,i;., _.., .J.. .... ~11~ the 11Htjo1,, emphasis cf th\~ 
respect:3.:\"'>.S cc·~1:t~?:j The eour~esi' ~H1ch w:i.th. different activ:i.tifLsil 
~ .. 1 so i.~fJ.u{::ncsd the ecological .invo1vemtmt of the inf or.ma:r1ts in 
dii'fe.rent ways. 
In backg~ound characteristics the i:-1f orrnants tended to come 
from s11w.ller families, mo:re often had :no religious prefeT€mce, 
camped rnora it ancl spent moro t:L':no in wilder·ncss areas than the 
random students. The informa.nts were similar to the random 
students in the following ·ways~ educational backgrounds and 
occupations of their parents, length of time lived in their present 
home, enjoyment of outdoor leisure activities~· and extent of travels. 
'Inere i.s a difference in the awareness,· concern, and 
involvement of the informarits as compared to the random students. 
Both groups see an ecological crisis in the world and ir1 the P~tcific 
Northwest, and both are concerned about rrwn rs chances of survival 
on eart..11., but they differ in the reasons they give and the 
problems they see. Inf ornifl .. 1'1ts v:ere also more actively involved in 
ecological activities :i.n schocl arid outside of school. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It i.s a basic asse2~tion of this thesis that a11 environmenta.l 
crisis does exist ~'1 the ·world today. This Cl4isis has been grow.i...ng 
at ever rapid rates since World War II, ttnd if a reversal of· this 
trend in oul"' environment is to occur, dl persons must not only be 
" .. 
aware of the problems that existe but also be concerned enoµgh about 
the quality of life and man's m~ . .t"Vival 011 ear~h to w.ant to become 
involved in .some manner to bring about change. Om~ segment of the 
population toward vmom this specifically applies. and toward whom 
this study is directed, is .high school students"' 
the environmental crisis, education of our children is commonly a.greed 
to be one major way, or one major ingredient of a comprehensive plan. 
Developing curriculum on the envirorm1ent is one specific way of' 
edu'ca.ting students about the enviror.mental problems -- n.ot only giving 
them a sound basis of knowledge, but also teaching them ways.to be 
involved in a constructive manner to bring about such changes. 
This-study is a beginning attempt to discover ~mere some high 
school students are in their thinking and in th~1r acticn1s toward the 
envirorunen.tal crisis. If curriculum is to be developed on the environ-
mental crisis (and beginning efforts have alread;)r, been rnade by isolated 
teachers and schools), one ought first to have an m1derstand:ing of 
students' views on this subject., At least tru~ee possibilities a.re 
2 
apparent" If' students are not aware of many 01' the environmental 
issues, this: calls for curt·iculum development of one type. If students 
are very knowledgeable about ·the problems but are not concerr1ed abou.t 
them because they do not see these problems as serious. this calls for 
another type. If students a.re :interested i.11 the quality of their 
environment and would like to become involved in maintaining this 
quality, then. curriculum development should consider this aspect toe. 
Ninety-elght students and five teachers from two Fort.land area 
high schools were interviewed~ a.nd the results of these interviews a.re 
presented in this study. Only one previous study has been undertaken 
which sought to determine high school students' concern with an environ-
mental problem, and this was concerned only with air pollution. 1 
Chapter I, 11 Is There kn. Environmental Crisis?," analyzes three 
discussions of environmental quality: population growth and its 
consequences~ air and water cleanliness. and the rate of use of our 
natural resources. 
In Chapter II selected environ.'Tlental crisis writings are analyzed..., 
Most of these writings have riot been written by sociologists, and 
specifically not by human ecologists. I.Yl fact, hum.an ecologists for 
the most part have not concerned themselves with the envir1.:mment., but 
have spent their energies on spatial distributions of ph(:nom.ena within 
cities. 'Ihey, and sociologists :in g!3neral, have not led UH; way in 
1James A. Swan, "Response to Air Pollutiont A Study of Attitudes 
and Coping Strategies of High Sd1ool Youths," £2.yj._Tqr:men~ and Beh~ 
(September, 1970), 127-5J. 
J 
creating new ecological theory to give diract:ton to empirical work on 
the environmental crisis. In the absence of such theory. suggestions 
have been made for popula ti~n control• poli tic.~al action• economic 
action, and for improved education, but the sugge8ted actions have 
been uncoordinated and not based soUdly on theory f> This study is an 
attempt to develop a knowledge base to coord:L'1ate ecological efforts 
in c\lrriculum. 
Chapter III presents the specific methodology used i.11 this 
empirical study: the instrw.ents used, the pjJ.ot testing results, the 
study settings in the Portland area, t.~e sources of data, and a 
description of the tests and analyses used on the data~ 
Chapter r.J presents the data and interpretations frcml three 
major questions that are asked: Did the two different environmental 
courses in the two different schools have a. different impact on the 
students who took the courses"! Is there a difference in tlrn background 
characteristics of the informants as compared. to the random students? 
Is there a difference between the informants and the random students 
on their ecological awareness, concern, and involvement with the 
environmental crisis? 
'Iha last chapter gives ~ summary and conclu~dons of the study, 
and then makes recommendations for further studies to be conducted 
to determine for curriculum development the awaran.ess 0 concern, and 
involvement of high school students with the envil•onmental crisis. 
CHAPTER I 
IS THERE AN .ENV IRONMEN 1\U,. CRIS IS? 
Is there an environmental crisis in the wo1"'ld? This chapter 
will examine some of the relevant facts and ~rg'l.4~ents in an_ attempt 
to determine whether indeed there is an environmental crisis. Of 
course, there are some who neither recognize a present crisis nor 
see one coming. Others are predicting the end of the human race in 
the n.ear future. This chapter will attempt to balance these views 
to determine the degree of the present crisis, and whether the future 
Tne1~e are three ma:in aspects of the environment th.at are 
generally considered in discussions of environmental quality: 
population size a.nd its consequences (is there overpopulation?), ah; 
and water cleanliness (is ~here air and wate~ pollution?)t and the 
rate of use of our natural resources (are thay·being depleted?). 
A normal ecosystem is~ by definitione stable an.d Sf'.*lf-
eorrecting; no imbalance is permitted to grow so large as to threat.en 
the continued existence of any component of tho systemo In hu..Tllan 
terms a crisis exists in the environment of the world if either at 
present or in the near future the ecosystem 9f the earth is becoming 
unbalanced. and the pred1.c~able consequences of such i.mba.J:ance are 
unacceptable. Speci.fic&ll~r, :.1...f people are being born faster tha.n 
they are dying, t.liere is a population imbalrmce "'1tdch L'lust be 
corrected to stabilize the ecosystem. If more poll\ltants are 
being put into the air or ~ater than are being removed, there is a 
pollution imbalance which must be corrected. If more energy and 
resources are being used than created, there is an imbalance 
needing correction. If for each of these the only correctioi'l which 
can be foreseen is unacceptable -- ·widespread fruninep death, war, 
extreme regimentation and loss of freedom, or greatly diminished 
standards of living, then }here is .! crisis. 
POPULATION SIZE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
In the histC?ry of m~kind the increasing abundance of humanity 
is a rather recent phenom.ena, concentrated pr:incipa.lly i.."l the years 
from 1650 to the present, and largely ti~e resu.1 t of the agricultural 
and industrial revolutions. However, not or~ has there bean a.n 
absolute increase in the nu.--nber of people since 1650, but the rate 
of increase has steadily grown. Over these three centuries uthe 
rate of growth increased from about 0.3 percent per year between 
u1 1650 and 1750 to 0.9 percent per year between 1900 and 1950& 
Since World War II the rate of growth has increased to around 2 per-
cent. At this rate the annual increase of 70-75 million persons, 
and the population of the world in the year 2000 would be close to 
7 billion. At the 2 percent rate the present world population of 
J.6 billion would double in only about 70 years. Considering that 
1Phi.lip M. Hauser, Population Perspectives (New Brunswick, 
New Jersey: Rutgers University Pressi 1§'60), pp. 5-7. 
6 
it. took centuries for th~ world popu.lation to reach l billiont only 
80 years for this 1 billion to double, and new only another 80 years 
for the population to double again from 2 to 4 billion, the 
"population explosion 11 :i.s an apt description. 
Doubl:ir1g Times: 
Date 
8000 B.C. 
1650 A.Da 
1850 A.D. 
1930 A.D. 
1975 A.D. 
Estimated World ;Population 
5 m:i.111.on 
500 million 
1,000 million (1 billion) 
2,000 million (2 billion) 
4,000 million (4 billion) 
Time for Population 
to Double 
1,500 years 
200 yea.rs 
80 yea.rs 
45 years 
Computed doubling time aro;md 1970 2 35-37 yea.rs 
'!here is clearly a population imbalance in the world ecosystem. 
'lbe Predictable Conseguences of Ponulation Imbal~ 
Si."t'lce Thomas Hal thus in 1798 produced his 0 dismal theoremtt 
supplies would increase only arithmetically, the controversy has 
raged as to whether there is, in fact, a population crisis in the 
world. Malthus predicted that the only way for the imbalance to be 
corrected would be hard to accept --· widespread f'arrd.n0 and death 
and thus identified population growth as a c1·isis. Those who would 
dispute the proclamation of a crisis must show that th~ consequences 
of the growth will be other than Malthus predicted -- that .the 
imbalance can be corrected :i.11 acceptable ways., 
Colin Cla.rk, 3 the British economist, is· one of the more 
2Paul R .. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich, Pop_'.!_lation, Resources, 
Environment (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Co.-, 1970), p. 6. 
JTadd Fisher, "The 11any-Faceted Food Problem," !..oEulation 
Bulletir1 1 XXrl, No. 4 (December, 1968), p. 85. 
7 
reassuring persons on the question of the populati.on explosion. He 
estimates that at the Ar.!Cl"ican level of food consumption the world 
could hold 4'? billion people. At the subsistence level, 157 billion 
people could be fed. If a critical point exists, he feelst it is 
f31~ in the future. 
Others suggest eithGr more acceptable solutions to population 
grow""t..h, or contend for o~~er reasons that a crisis point is far in 
the future: there is much open land, forests, and farms in countries 
all over the world. Although some countries are very crowded, as 
India, others a.re not, as Australia, and n!igra,tion could t.ake place 
from one cou.."'ltry to anotherci Uninhabitable lands could be cultivated 
for human occupancy as the Israelis have shown in the conquering of 
the Negev Dasert. Countries with high consumption of resources are 
now learning to recycle, as the United States. IncreaseCJ. technology 
and the Green Revolution will be able to produce enough food for the 
world's peoples. The opti.'1lum population of the world varies with 
the individual; some persons living in large cities may not feel 
crowded at all. Movement of persons from. cities to th!) rural. areas 
would alleviate concentrated dense populations for those who do feel 
crowded •. And some even suggest that the fi~ures on growth may be 
inaccurate, such as those for Red China. 
Clark and others also suggest that population gi .. owth is good i.n 
itself. Clark believes that the increased population competing for 
the earth's natural resources will have ben6ficial effectse It will 
"sharpen everyone' o wits, as it alwa.ys has 0 even if the level of in."late 
9 
the environment: detergents in place of soap, nylon instead of wool 
and cotton, aluminum instc~ad of steel. and plastic. 8 Possony also 
supports the contention that the world environmental crisis is 
cauned, in part, by technology. 
People who see a population crisis are equally adamant and 
persuasive. For the most part they see the problems c1·eated by 
population i.~creased and deny the likel:Ul.ood that a:n~t of the ways of 
dealing with these problems suggested by others will ever come about. 
Georg Borgstrom puts it:9 
~e :1.ndisputable fact remains that we already possess 
on this earth more people than we are able to provide ·for 
adequately. At the same· time that we are facj_ng this· 
f or:midable ta,sk, ·we have to perform the fea:t of satisfying 
the needs of twice as. rnany hu."?lan individuals in less than 
fo:r.ty years~ Han has almost reached the point where, for 
all practical purposes~_ he is deprivinf; hirn~~J. f ('f a~~; 
i~ ~ ~+ .-. -~~7 
........ """" -.,v ... J • 
Persons despairing of solving problems resulting from 
population growth contend that. economic development does not increase 
with increased population except in certain special cases. Kingsley 
1.0 
Davis states that economic growth is difficult to ach~eve, and 
that only one country outside of Western tradition (Japan) has been 
able to achieve it. Most of the developing countries have found 
8
stefa.n T. Possony, .. Technology and the Hu.'lla.n Condition, 0 
At11erican :2ehavioral Scient:tst, ed~ by Re Strausz-Hupe, 11( July, 1968), 
p. l+J. 
9Georg Borgstrom, The lt'!rn;ry Planet (New York: Tho MacMillan 
Co., 1965), P• 3~ 
iOKingsley Davis, ttpopula.tion," in t9J2..~n in Persnective" 
ed. by Louise B. Young (New York: Or..ford University Press, 1968), 
p. 130., 
10 
that the benefits of economic progress have for the most part been 
erased by the growth in population. To quote Harrison Brown:11 
The evidence suggests rathe1• strongly that in most 
underdeveloped countries the lot of the av~ro,ge individual 
has worsened appreciably ciuri.ng the last half-century ••• "' 
People have become more poorly fed. There are fewer 
available goods per person. And.practically every attempt 
to improve the situation has been nullified by the relent-
less pressure of continued population growth. 
Too dense a population _destroys to a great extent the 
productive capacity of its ecosystem. The overuse and exploitation 
of forests, minerals, and soils has already greatly reduced the 
capacity of many parts of the world to support people, and t.~ere 
is aJ.rnost no likelihood of reversing this damage. 
These persons also arg31e that the costs :in individual 
f1"eedom are very £;reat if population continues_ to growe To many, 
the computerization of life, the treating of man as numbers. and 
the indifference of society to the individual are becoming in-
12 
tolerable already. The individual would be much affected by the 
growing increase in population, b€cause it means that he must become 
more regimented. Harrison Bro-wn suggests the mechanism. ·As the 
increase in numbers of people press on the available resources, 
this in turn will create the need for more elabore.tc organizations 
to produce enough food, to extract the needed natural resources, 
and to distribute the finished productsQ He hypothesizes that 11 the 
11Harrison Scott Brown, James Bonner.. and John Weir, The 
Next Hundred Years (New York: Viking Pres~, 1957),. pp81 lt?-8.-
12Robert Rienow and I.eona Train Ri.enow, Moment irj the Sun 
(New York: The Dial Press, 1967), PP~ 169 .. 7oe· .. _ 
greater the population density of an industrial society becomes, 
the more elaborate will be its organizational structure and the 
1., 
more regimented will be tts paople. 0 J SociaJ. organization will 
become more complex and inflexible., the ind-ividual rd.11 have less 
11. 
opportunity to express h:L~self freely, and the individual will have 
greater difficulty in finding privacy. quj.et, and some open space. 
The crux of the problem is the determination of the "optimum 
population° of the world. There is no agreement among anyone as to 
how many people the earth can hold, and attempts at defining 
optimum population density have been lnerely : verbal abstractions, 
14 
as for exarn:pl e : 
The optimum density of population is that density at 
which a society in a·given state of culture is able to 
utilize the resources of its habitat most efficiently. 
TI1ti vp i:.ltu\.un density oi po~ula:i.:.ion neu~ssco:·il.y varies 
wit..h. the state of culture and with t...l:.e runount and kind 
of available resources. 
The question, of course, is not so much how many people the earth 
can support, but what is the· optimum number from the standpoint of 
the possibjJ_ity of a good life.. 15 
Su11m1ary of Popula tio11 Siz~nd Its Conseguenc8_!. 
J1V~ryone who ha.s studied the population problem agrees that 
1J Harrison Scott Brcnmv- The Cha.llem;e of Han's future: An 
]llguL.1 Con_9El!.;'1ing the .. c~u~riti<?lL of ;·Ian P;J.r:i,;:'1g the Years That Lie 
Ahead New York: Viking Fr-ess, 1954), p. 2506 
14Lee Raymond Dice, H.;n's Nature anc!_!at~e 1 s Han; 'Ihe EcologY: 
of Human Corr.m~Yli ties (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 19 55}·, 
p. 129. 
15 Joseph Wood Krutch., · 11 A Natm·alist. Looks at Overpopulation, 11 
in Populatio11 i."1 Persnectiv~ ! ed. by Louise EC> Y'cnmg (!:~ew York: 
Oxford University Press, l9b8)j p. 395. 
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the rate of population gro".trth has bean increasing. To this degree 
they all· agree that eventually something nr.;.st be done to correct 
this imbalance. 'lb.eir differences lie in the period of time before 
this increased rate will create a population crisis.. Some see a 
crisis now, whereas othe~s see any crisis, if at all, not cQming 
for many years. The latter:. group thinks we both have time to find 
correctives for the imbalance 9 and that for the near future the 
gains from population growth outweigh the liab:il.ities. 
If we consider survival of manld~d to be the most important 
thing -- survival not just fol" the short term but for the long run 
then something must be done about the imbalance in population growtho 
The long run survival of .mankind with some capability for a good 
life will. be determined by such factors as man's abilities to feed 
himself, man 1 s success in preventing wars, the 3Jnount of freedom and 
integrity each individual human being is allerwed, the prevention of 
exhausting the world's natural resources, and the preservation of 
a quality environment satisfactory for all inhabitatione The crux 
of the crisis is population imbalance: 16 
When one of the worst disasters of the twentieth century 
occurred in. East Pakistan in the fall of 19'70, an estimated 
half .million people ·ware drowned by a great tidal wave. 
Yet it took only 35-40 days for Pakistan's population to 
exceed the number it had reached the day before the disaster ••• ;. 
Those who are not yet. bothered by population growth suggest 
some imaginative possible ways to handle increased population. 
However, the fact is tha. t we have not yet zna.naged to implement 
16Rufus E" Milest Jrn ed. 0 "Han's Population P!'edicrunent, 0 
Population 3u.lletins Vol. ?.7, No. 2 (April 11 1971), p. 4. 
1) 
anything like their s~ggestio.ns -- mass population migrations to 
empty areas of the world,. growing food in deserts, vastly increasing 
food output. In the face of evidence to the contrary persons who 
have conf.idence in solving· the population problem a.re willing to 
risk not treating population growth as a problem now on the hope 
that their suggestions will· ba able to be :implementeda Is it a 
high risk? Would it not be better to deal now with correcting the. 
population imbalance? Would that not make all the other suggestions 
so much more beneficial? It is to these questions that v."e now turn. 
Population And Food Sunplies 
What is the likelihood that food supplies can incre_asa faster 
than population growth? ·There has alv."8.ys been a food-population 
shortages, hunger, and starvation. Tnis was just as true when 
civilizations were confined to a few fertile valleys as it is today. 
But today a failure in food supplies threatens the future of ou~ 
17 
entire civilization in an inter-dependent world. 
What is the likelihood of failure? Today world food supplies 
are rising at an average rate of one percent per year, while 
conservatively estimated, world populations are rising at more than 
18 
1.8 percent per year. The extent of malnutrition at the present 
t~'11e is already staggering.. Two-thirds of the world 1 s people live 
17 Orville L. Freeman, World Withc,ut Hunger (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1968),p.-3. ---
18Lloyd V. Berkner, u11an Versus 'l'ochnology," Pouulat~on 
Bttlletj_n, XXII, Noe 4 (November, 1966), p. 83. 
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in countries where average diets a.re nutr:l.tionally inadequate, most 
having fewer than 2200 caloi'ies per day I). 'Ii'1e following table is 
based on the most favorable estimates, t~1ich assumes a 1 percent 
increase in annual food prod.uction. 19 
Year Total World Calories Population Calories Per Person 
(billions) (billions2 (per day) 
1965 7,000 3.J 2.,121 
1970 7,357 3.,6 2,091-4-
1975 7,732 4.0 1,933 
1980 8~126 4.5 1,806 
1985 8,541 5.1 1,675 
1990 8,977 5.7 1,575 
1995 9,435 6.6 1,4JO 
2000 9,916 7.4 1,340 
134-0 calories per day represents a. starvation level f'or people and 
it also assumes that the.calories are evenly distributed~ ~hich 
~ th~~r ,.ron1 ~. net be..: [~i +.h the projectio~ ~hn't ~-~ 35 year:1 tho 
population will double in the world, and ba1•ring s~'lle m:i.racle ju."np 
l 
in food productio~he numbers of hungry just will not be able to 
be fed. The .Ehrlichs20 and the Paddocks
21 
both predict famines in 
the 1970' s where millions of people will die, in spite of any crash 
food programs that might be developed. 1~ey see no way in which 
this mass starvation can be prevented. As it is bluntly put by 
one present day writer, if all of t.h~ food in the world wero equally 
19Ibide 
20 Paul R. Ehrlich~ Jhe Pooulation Bomb (New York: Ballantine 
Books, 1968). 
21William Paddock and Paul Paddock, f<l.!"nlne - 19751 America• s 
Decision: Who Will Survive? (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 
1967). -----
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against the present 75 bushels; milk production soaring to JO 9 000 
pounds per cow from today's t3000; &..'1d agricultural production in 
general increasing over i"our times during this period. Many new 
ideas have also been gent.lN\tad for new kinds of food made out of 
substances never used bef9re. Fish prot£iin concentrate, a high 
protein powder made from otherwise :l.nodibl~ finh, is i;uch a new 
food. Many also place great faith in harvesting ·Gho sere. and 
deveioping agriculture in ·now uninhabitable pl~,ces., 
But it is hard to see these opti.~istic ideas as persuasivee 
They are predictions without &r\Y historical basis, and even some of 
the recent smaller increases are interpreted in a questionable way. 
Faith in the Green Revol~tion was inspired by increased production 
in such countries. as Iran~ Ce.v-lon!' Pakistan\" 'J'urkev ~· and Ind:i.at but 
it resulted not only from new high-yielding-varieties of seed, but by 
excellent weather conditions during tha.t period of time, which co:a-
bined to give these countries record crops. Of course, poor weather 
can greatly decrease such production. Fish protein concentrate, 
hailed as one of the most hopeful possibilities for t.!1e future, has 
not proven yet to be very usoful because of the tremendous expense of 
25 production. Most experi.111ents attempted L"'l new agricultural lands, 
unsuitable before for agriculture, have ended in failure. Harvesting 
th h rdl . 26 e sea a y holds much promise for the near future, if' at all. 
25u To Fill the World' s Belly, u Sci.ence Hews Letter, Vol. 96, 
No. 19 (November 8, ·1969), pp. 422-J11-
26William E. Ricker. ·uFood From the Sea," in Resources and Ma.,, 
A St11dv and Recommendations 11 ed<> by Committtae on Resources and Man 
rSan Francisco: W.no Freeuan a.nd Co., 1969), pp. 87-107. 
"-
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A rnore realistic forecast for required food production is grim: 27 
Between now ~'1.d 1985, 85 out of evezy 100 people born 
will live in underdevelooed nations. These nations will ha.ve 
to increase their food supplies at least 80% to avoid r~~ine. 
The rising income of the underdeveloped nations a.ctuelly makes 
matters worse: As people become weal t..1-ii.o~ they dem~J1.d n1ore 
food, so the total i11cre~se in demand for food by 1985 will 
be closer to l~-0~.. · 
flMalthus"s approach -- identifying tho basic elements essential to a 
solution and adopting practical steps to implement them -- is badly 
needed in a world 'Where 1.7 billion men, women and children are 
perilously close to sta.rvation.u28 
S).lnmiar;y Of Po_pu.lation and Food Sunplies 
All persons concerned about the popu.lation-food situation 
would agree that if the world's people &re. to be fed, agricultural 
equal to the rate of popu.lation growth, or the population rate will 
have to lower to meet tha food production rate. The possibility of 
either one of these occurring in the near future is slim, at lea.st 
based on current trends. When the world ecosystem is _gonsidered., 
the prospects for the future of* feeding the world are not good --
some countries may survive but at the expense of others.. As there 
is an imbalance in the food-population rates, it is fair to say that 
a food crisis does indeed exist in ~~e world. 'Ihe most hopeful 
approach would seem to be to act directly and massively to cut 
27 . 0 To Fill the World's Belly, 0 .?cionc~ News Lettei:, Po li-2J. 
28Robert c. Cook, ed., "Halthus in Retrospect, The Stork Visits 
Dorking-1766, 0 Populatiol'!m Bulletin, XXII, No(> l (Februar-.f, 1966), P• 5. 
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population growth, and to do tt now. 
EN\/ ffiONMENTAL POLLU 1'ION 
Fev people would argue that there is no air or water pollution 0 
for most everyone has felt _the effect of ~~og in the air or has.seen a 
polluted river. The issue· again is whether the amount of air ~~d 
water pollution has reached a crisis. lhe issue here is one of 
degree and one's view of the degree of c~isis depends on predictions 
about w'dether the problems of air a.~d water pollution can be resolved 
before i.t is too late, bef.ore the pollution creates U.."lacceptabla 
consequences. 
Air Qud. :i. t;y 
HtA:tl ha~ been emptv:u.1.? ~lollutant.~ int.o tn.a a:Lr eve;r.io s1.nce he 
appeared on earth. However, in the past tho natural cle~sing 
mechai1isms of the earth could keep up with the pollutants. In recont 
years, with such emphasis on economic growth and progress, the quality 
of our environment has been deteriorating. The increase in pollutants 
is outstripping the natural corrective cleansing mechanisms. 
In the United States alone, from 1946-1968, the use of 
automobiles increased by 200 percent, but the index of nitrogen oxides, 
29 
a major ingredient of smog, jumped 6JO percent. lhe consequences for 
the future are going to be worse than at present. if t..~o prediction 
that the nu..'Uber of automobiles in this country will quadruple by the 
29stanford N. Sesser, "The Nation Debntez; An Issue: The Economy 
Vs. the Ehviron.l'flent, 11 The Wa!.J. .• Sl!'ee~~. November J, 1971, p. 18. 
"<o year 2000, comes true.~ 
Th.e earth has only a flni te su.pply of air and water• yet we 
rarely give forethought in enticipating ~to.at Lovering calls the 
19 
31 .·. 
0 what-el.se-do-you-get11 consequencas of the changes that we bring 
to our air and water. The result is that there is ju.st not enough 
air and water on the earth to absorb today 1 s man-made wastes without 
ef'f ect. 
The quality of air is extremely important. Not only lnust we 
.. 
have clean air to breathe, but we must have a constant supply of it. 
. 32 La.Mont Cole sees both aspects in jeopardy: 
We are absolutely dependant on oxygen which is produced 
outside our borders --·rnostly in the Pacific Ocean--- and 
brought in by atmosphe~ic circulationo If we should in-
advertently kill enough marine diatoms or the organisms 
they depend on for fixed nitrogenir we would start running 
o\l:L c..f o~-ygen to brea.t.hi.:l. 
We have been dumping chemicals and DDT into the ocean, and the 
problem is that we do not know exactly what effect this du.~ping 
is having on the marine diatoms or the organisms they depend upon. 
But to what degree is there a crisis? Unfortunately, this is 
hard to determine, and most writing has :merely stated the prcblem. 
J3 For example, few can disagree with CornMoneris description: 
JO 
- Ibid.' p. 123. 
311bomas s. Lovering, HMineral Resources from the Land," in 
Resources and M~""I., ed. by the Committee on itesou.rces B-nd Man 
{San Francisco: ',"'4.H. Freeman &tld Co., 1969), p. 130. 
J~W:Ont c. Cole. ttMan and the Air~tt _!:o...I?...lf!:ation Bulletin, 
Vol. XXIV, No. 5 (December, '1968), p. llOo 
JJBarry Commoner, §£.io~e-!!d Survival (New York: The Viking 
Press, 1963), p. 122. 
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,,. 
by air pollu.tion, "there :L~ an ever-mountin.g a.ccumulation of evidenc@ 
link:'tng the two. ,,J6 Thi~ period from 1950 on is a period of rapid 
urbanization and. the d:isea~"o has been. most oft.en found among city 
Dr. MickUeton, lli.rector of the National Air Pollution Control 
Admi:rdstrat:\onl' was asked the question, how urgent is America's 
pollution crisis? He re1sponded the following: 38 
It is 'me of the r1ost serious environmental problems 
we 1ve ever faced. In our cities -where j.t is most severe 
it makes healthy people ill. It obliterates the skyline 
and destroys ne.tural and ma.nm.a.de beaut.v •· It kills plants, 
causes d1.s9ase in animals, co:t'rodes steel, rots d.r~-d .. "lpipes, 
discolors fabrics. A:lr poll\l.tion may also be changing 
our cli.'?late in advai·se ways. You na111e it, it happens. 
Dro Middleton's response _relates to the United States, but air 
pollution knows no political boundaries. 
IG the quality of' th~ world' s wa tor in e.s s~rious a crisis 
as t..l-tat of th.e a.ir? Clearly more pollutants are being discharged 
into the world's bodies of water than the natural cleansing process 
ca.n handle. At some poi."lt ,this imbaJ.c.nce must be corrected. As 
w"'ith popttlation growth and air quality. the question of whether 
36Lewis Herber, C:r-isi.s in Our Ci ties (Englewood. Cliff st New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall~:-, 1965). pp:-b6-8e 
37 One such study was- in Jersey City. Sea Thomas M~ Gocke, 
M.D.,. HWhat Is the Role of Air Pollution as A Cause of Disease? fl" 
A.Y!lerican tfoUr!'l?.l of Pu.bU .. c He~lth, Supple.msrit to J·a.,,uar.f, Vol. 54, 
k~.--i ('j~~i{u~·,·-1'964), p~p .. 71 ... a. 
38John 1\ Middleton, "The Air We Breathe~•; ~!2!! 
Bu.ll~, XXlV, No 5 (D~csmber, 1968), p. 115c 
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there is a c1•isis in wate~ quality is one of d~gree. Very little 
water any longer is pure~ To some dsgre& then virtually all water 
is polluted. But is the degree of pollution a crisis? Are we at 
the point 'Where if the precess is not reversed, the consequences 
will be unacceptable? 
Swim.ming holes lL~available for su:im:mu1g, fish inedible because 
of excess mercury, or other.pollutants, oil slicks lining the coast 
lines of nations, the near extinction of some sea life as the gray 
whale, and water unsuitable for drinking 0 are all indicators of a 
crisis in the water supply of the world. 
Unfortunately, there is no good measure of at what point water 
shou.ld be considered polluted. Many bodies of water are considered 
unsafe for swimming, but the ~egree of pollution used to determine 
danger often varies widely. Most untreated water is considered 
unsafe for drinking, but again in some areas of the world people can 
tolerate a much higher degree of impurity than in others. Many 
bodies of water have either no fish, or only t~ash fish, or fish 
which are inedible because of excess mercury or DDT. Oil slicks 
line the coasts of many countries. 
Ir safety for drinking is the critGrion, virtually all natural 
bodies of water are polluted. If swimming, or drinking a.re the 
criteria, almost every large waterway in the United States (Potomac, 
Delaware, Mississippi, Ohio, Hudson) as well as a.round the world 
(Rhine, Ganges, Tiber, Sei.ne) and ma.ny lakes a1'e polluted. If we 
require only the existence of edible gs.ma fish, t>. distressingly 
large nUlllber of rivers would still be considered polluted (they 
have none). 
2J 
One difference between air or water pollution, and population 
growth, is that no one argues that there a~e ru:ry beneficial side 
effects to pollution. The _only reason not to act to decrease 
pollution is immediate economic cost, and even here the question is 
debatable. The immediate costs of pollution may far outweigh the 
costs of cleaning up the air or water. We may need only to figure 
out how to divert the costs of overcoming the effects of pollution 
to preventing it. 
If water is a primary resource, and if the supply and condition 
of our water supply is a vital physical index of a nation's well-
bei.t)g, then, in the past few years we ha.ve -suffered a very sharp 
increasing numbers of people in the world, and with nations de!d.!"in.g 
to become il1dustrialized to take caz-e of their expanding populations, 
the problems of water supply and water pollution will become even more 
serious than they are at the present tirne.39 
RATE OF USE OF' OUR NATURAL RESOURCES 
One of the great delusions of mankind throughout the centuries 
has been the belief that the natural resources of the earth are 
inexhaustiblec The populatio~ explosion along with increased 
industrial expansi.on has created the need for more of the world 1 s 
natural resources; mineral, fuels, lu.i-nber# and energy -- a.11 of which 
39Brown, '!he Ch.allen~~e of Ma.n's J:!utu.re, P• 2U;.. 
.. ~
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4-0 
are finite in amount. As with popu1ation and pollution, no one 
disputes that our rate of use of resources has increased. The 
question again is, to what degree are we facing a crisis? Are we 
in imminent danger of running out of resources? 
Some analysts do not see our natural resources as in a crisis 
state. There have been as yet no world~wide scaTcities of resources 
as Malthus had predicted, and world trade has made it increasingly 
possible for countries with shortages of certain kinds to import 
from other countries. Tae widespread advance in technology has made 
possible the mining of deposits that were once thought inaccessible" 
Also, better ways of processing and using raw materials have stretched 
41 the usefulness of a given quantity. Those persons who have con-
fidence in world trade and technology also feel that the1·e is still 
sufficient quantity of most natural resources in the world. At 
worst it will si.'nply take more effort and more money to get them out 
for use. 
If scarcity of natural resources ca.nbe thought of 1.n terms 
of cost rather than of p~sical elL~ination. since the· less good 
resources which are left will take more money to extract, the issue 
42 
of' quant;tty versus quality is a very important on.e. 
Problems of quality ••• are just as import~nt as the 
problems of quantity and probably more difficult. Simply 
40H. B. va.'1Loom, "Population, Space, and Human Culture, 11 Law 
and Contemoorary Prob~~· Vol. 25 (Surn.~er, 1960), p. 400. 
41Hru1s H. Landsberg, Natural Resources for U .s. Growth. A 
Look Ahead to the Year 2000 (Baltimore: ..ionns rlopkins fress. 
published for Resources fm~ the Future. 1964), p. 4. 
42Ib· t 13 1a. 11 p. • 
having enough oil, meta.ls, land, and ·water would not spell 
a satisfactory life for most people.. For example ••• pollution 
of water does not usually prevent its use~ but it does make 
use less pleasant and :more costly. The relationship of 
people to resources, wh1ch usually has been expressed in 
terms of quantity, needs to be restated for modern times 
to emphasize what is happening to the quality of resourcese 
25 
On the other hando the question still remains: At any level of 
quality how long can the natui~al resources of a finite world support 
increasing populations at ~is:L"'lg levels of lj.ving? The United States 
will probably be able to ct:•1tinua to extract low grade ores, or 
perhaps to develop s·u.bstitutes for them, for a substantial period 
of time. but for the underd.ovaloped countries of the world who do 
not even have the finances to feed their people, the problem of 
finding sufficient resou.rc~s is more critical. Landsberg, even for 
the United States, recogn:i.zes that resource supplies will continue 
to n1eet needs only if thr~e assumptions are met; continuing gains 
in tec~~ology, improvements in political a.~d social distribution 
procedures, and a reasonably free now of world trade/~J 
The widening economic gap between tha developed and the 
underdeveloped countries \rlll. almost certainly grow if· resources 
are only available to te~lmologically advanced, well organized, 
wealthy countries. ~~1ile it may not be th$ ai.m or the United States, 
or for that matter any other C:-ountry, to sec this gap widened anymore 
than it is presently, the rapid use of resources may force this gap 
to widen., The United States, in particular, as well as the rest of 
the world, cannot continue to grow in population and in industry 
43 6 Ibid •• p •• 
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without having adverse effects on the ntJ.tural :resources of the world. 
If' all countries had the sta.ndard of living of the United States, it 
would have severe consequences for tho nattirttl. resources of the 
world: 44 
••• before a..-.1y area can re~ch the per c~.tpita: energy and 
mineral consumption rate of the Un:!-ted States, it must 
first build up its industry to that levelo Were t."'1.e ·whole 
world to have done this •• " t..."ie presently estimated world 
supply of tho ores of· most industrial metals, producible 
by present technology, would ha.ve been exhausted well before 
such a level of industrialization could.have been reachod. 
SUiil.mnry Of The Rate Of Use Of Our Na.tu.ral J12eources 
All who have studied the rate of use of our- natural resources 
agree that many of" our natural resources ere either running out or 
are becoming more inaccessible, thus more expensive to extract. 
resources as critical. Perhaps it is assumed that the wealthier 
nations will do the extracting and then supply the rest of the 
world. The cost would be ex.pensive to the purchaser no matter who 
did the extracting. It seems unreasonable to expect the poor 
countries of the world to be able to pay for these resources; their 
money resources a~e needed now for t~e essentials of life -- food 
and shelter -- as well as for industrial development. These 
countries do not have the means for extracting this more inaccessible 
and more low-grade ore, let alone the means to pay someone else to 
do it. And the waalthier nations cannot continue to support the 
44Charl ton Ogburn, Jr., "Why the Global Income Gap Grows 
Wider," Population Bu.lleti..vi, xx::.II, No. 2 (June, 1970), P• 5., 
poorer ones ·without adverse conseq~enoes. And if the poorer 
countries develop rapidly~ the shortag~ will become acute all the 
more soon. 
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Yes, there is a crisis :ln the rate· oi"".use of our natural 
resources because there a.re .imbalances in.who can use them, and in 
the rate or use. Unless new sources of energy are four.id, resources 
will inci~easingly be available onJ.y to t}le ·.weal thy and advanced. 
IS THERE AN ~NIRONHENTAL CRISIS? CONCLUSION 
There is indeed an envh~onmenta.1 crisis on many f'ronts of 
the world: overpopulation in many 'areas ~"ld the numbers of people 
increasing; deterioration of the quality of our air a.rid water; and 
rapid use and depletion of our natural resources that are finite in 
to sociology and particu.larly to human ecology., he wo·uld hardly 
realize that an environmental crisis did exist ir1 the world, because 
most of the writings which have dealt with the crisis have not come 
from sociologists but from oti:er professional fields. 
CHAPTER II 
'!HE J~NVIR.ONMENTAL CRISIS 
lhere are two major ki.11ds of man-environment wri tit'1g s --
those that were undertaken by the human ecologists, beginning in 
the 1920 1 s; a.nd those th&t wer.e written by 'alarmists,• beginning 
after World Wsr II. Both kinds of writing focu.sed on the man-
environment relationship. both used many of the same statistics, 
but the environmental crisis writers began asking of this relation-
ship very different kinds of questions than had been asked by the 
hlL"'llan ecologists. The first section of this chapter reviews this 
work"' llie second part of this chapt~1· will :i.<>ok ai. some c.rr the 
suggestions £rom these writtngs that have been made to help resolve 
the environ."'llental crisis: popUlation cont:~ol; political action, 
economic action, and education. Educationj particularly cu1Ticulu,."tl 
for hieh schools. will be emphasized, as it is the major focus of 
this study. 
HUMAN ECOLOGY1 
The field of human ecology began. in the 1920' s at the 
University of Chicago through three major men -- Robert E. Park, 
1 A much more detail.ed analysis of hu..':i.a.n ecology, its theoretical 
frAmeworkt its major theoreticians, and possible suggestions for new 
theory to help resolve the environrnental crisis can be found in Cax-ol 
c. Fletcher, "An Analysis of l!u.'llan EcolOf:.7 'I'heories,u (unpublished 
theoretical paper. Depa.rt~rient of Sociology• PorUand State University, 
1971). 
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Ernest W. Burgess, and Roderick D. McKenzie. Human ecology became 
the major component of sociology, dominating the field with its 
tremendous quantity of en~pirical studies, usually undertaken in the 
city of Chicago. The prime focus of human ecology during this period 
·was the spatial-locational distribution of phenomena within the city. 
Through the years human ecology maintained this focus, even 
though major ecological theorists, as Amos H. Hawley, James A. 
Quinn, and Otis D. nu.,,can, have enlarged upon the original theoretical. 
£ormulations. '.file literature in huma.n ecology is largely composed 
only of duplicated studies~ T'ne field has never gone beyond spatial 
distribution studies, never developed ne~ direction or theory. and 
consequently the field has declined in stature, significance, and 
relevance. 
O:ne potential area. ior new tneoret.1caL development :L'rl human 
ecology is the environ:nenta.1 crisis. Unfortunately, very few hun1an 
ecologists in particular, and sociologists i.~ general, have dealt 
with the environmental crisis. Instead, most of the writings on 
the environ.~ental crisis have come from specialists in. other fields 
0£ endeavor. 
ENVIROXHENTAL CRISIS W!UTTI~GS 
Al though people have -been writing about the proble111s of 
population since the turn of the century, it was not until 1948 
that Fairfield Osborn wrote Ou.r Plundered Pl~,, 2 the first major 
2Fairfield Osborn, Our Plundered Plan~~ (Boston: Little, 
Brown, and Co., 1948). 
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book on the environ.~entaJ. crisis in its tot&l.ity., Since this 
publication. the number of articles and books on the deteriorating 
relationship of man to his envirorunent has :i.ncreased rapidly. The 
books and articles have contained much quantitative data, but 
although some have used tha major ecological concepts in their 
writings, these ecological concepts have not been the basis for 
their conclusions~ or for their point of view. 
These writings on th~ environ..'nental crisis have been pro-
duced by scholars in all fields of endeavor: biologists, economists, 
scientists, naturalists, and sociologists. Some of the books and 
articles have had great influence, though not necessarily at the 
ti.me of their publication. Others have created treroendous controversy 
upon publication as Silent ~m .. inf), Tne_Eopulaticn. Bomb, and Famine. --
rt.An early warning which, unhappily0 was.ignored,u.3 is Paul 
Ehrlich's evaluation of Osborn's L1lr Plundered Planet. Man is not 
detached froro, nor all powe:1rf'ul over, his environment, claimed 
Osborn. and if he is blind to the needs of co-operati.11g with na.ture, 
he will destroy the sources of his life. 0All the component parts in 
the machinery of nature are dependent one upon the other. Remove any 
essential pa.rt and the machine breaks down. This is a primary fact 
4 
and there is no other comparable to i.t in importance. 19 Man cannot 
be supported on earth by artificial processes and he must be aware 
)Paul R. Ehrlich and A.rt."'le H. Ehrlich, Fonulatione Resources, 
Environment (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman andCo., 1970), Pe )62~ 
4 . 48- -Osborn, .Qur Plupd~n:.l!~ ... Pl~~· t>• · ·• 
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o~ the potentially self-destructive impact that he has when he 
destroys the earth's resources. 
'!he destructlve impact of man on hi& environment in the United 
5 States has been particularly strong, continues Osborni 
The stor.r of our nation in the last cent.urs as regards 
the use of forests, grasslands, wildlife, and water sources 
is the most violent and the most dt-)struotive of any written 
in tho long histor.r of civilization. The v0locity of events 
is unparalleled a."ld we today are still S(> neB:r to it that it 
is almost impossible to realize what has happened, or, far 
more important, ·what is still happening. Actually, it is 
the story of human energy unthinking and uncontrolled. 
Feeling that the majority of Americans did not know or \:.'"ere un-
concerned about the enviror ..r11ental crisis, Osborn sought to develop 
new interest on the part of the public to b~ing about changes by 
pressur:ing legislatorso -He feared then, as many do now, that it 
from nature that man would be stirred into action. The most 
important and most difficult tazk in 1948 was to arouse public 
opinion, and this would take coordinated effort on the part of 
government, industry, and education. He found it extraordinary 
then that so few schools and colleges had conservation courses. 
. 6 . 
The Next One Hundred Years, written in 195?, ca.ma to the 
following conclusions based.upon data that the authors analyzed: 
1. '!he industrialization process will continue at a rapid 
5osborn. Cur Plundered Plnnet, pp. 175-6. 
6Harrison Scott Brorm, Jai~es Bonner, and John Weir, Tne 
Next One Hu.ytdred Years: Enn' s Natural and 'l'ochnolocdcal RC;;urces, 
A Discussion preparE.fd for .Leaders of A.~1erica:r'J lndustrJ \~';ew York: -
Viking Press, 19.57), pp. 4·2, 50-lt 68-9, 94. 102, and ll2. 
pace and many decades vr-Lll bs needed before the per capita 
levels of consumption throughout the world approach those 
of the West. 
2. Rapid rates of population growth cnn be main.ta:ined only 
if food production can keep pace with population growth. 
This is doubtful. 
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J. Increases in food can ba attained through improved 
technology, and should bo able to take care of the population, 
if world population becomes stabilized at between 7 - 8 
billion persons, and at standards lower than those of the 
best-fed persons today. 
4. As processing of more and more lower gr~..de ores il1creases, 
capital jnvestments per· unit of metal output must necessarily 
increase, as must also energy consumption per unit of output. 
5. The uneven distribution of some fossil fuels, as coal, 
has, and will continue to create more energy problems in the 
futuref although there is theoretically sufficient coal in the 
world to last man for quite awhile. 
6. There are potential sources of ene1~gy to last rnan for a 
long time. although these resources hav& to be transformed 
?. Tho production of scientists and engineers can be in-
creased as can be their bra.in usage to develop more technoloeY. 
Bo In the next ·centu..ry the problems of mankind are less 
those of technology thA.!'1 of mar1 getting :iltmg with man. A 
world of abundance a.nd creativity can exist if man works 
together, organizing themselves to work together to solve 
the problems that confront them. 
The conclusions of Brown et a.l. in 1957 have been confi..."'Ined, 
supported, and substantiated since then by many other writers and 
scholars: roan must recognize the probler.i of his deteriorating 
e1wiror.JTH::mt and do something a.bout it, or his survival may be in 
question. 
In 1962 came perhaps the most L11.fluential book ever written 
on the topic of man• s relatio11ship to his anvironme...Ylt, Silent Spring. 7 
7Ra.chel Carson, Silent Sorin~ (Greenw:ich 11 Connecticu..t: Fawcett 
Publications, Ince, l9b2). · 
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Rachel Carson is quoted more frequently than- a."ly other person in 
present day environmental-ecological writj..ngs~ Her book is an 
attack on the contamination of the environment with lethal pesti-
cides. In story after story• incident after :L"'lcident from around 
the world, she b"Pells out. the disastrous effect that t11e indis-
criminate use of pesticides has had on the soil. the rivors and 
seas, and the air. For the most part she saw this use of che~icals 
as creating an irreversible process -- damage would be done, or had 
been done, that either could not be corrected-, or that set forth 
other processes of destruction; in poisoning the caddis flies in 
a stream, the salmon ru..'1s die out; in poisoning a lake t~ kill 
gnats, the bi.rds 'Who feed cm the gnats eat. and die; in spraying 
the elms with poison, the robbins die, not because they were 
sprayed -with poison but because the poison i.l."'u.veleci ·to t..'!Je eart.n 
to the earthworm and then_to the robin. 
As crude a weapon as the cave man's club~ the chsmioa.l 
barrage has been hurled against the fabric of life -- a 
fa.bric on t..l-ie one h:11"id delicate and dest>'.ruct.ibla, on the 
other miraculously toueh and resilient~ :md capable of 
striking back in U.Ylei-pected. ways. These axtr3.ordip.ary 
capacities of life have been ignored by the practitioners 
of chemical control who have brought back to their task 
no "high-minded orientation, u §O humility before the vast 
forces with which th~J tamper. · .-
Of the recent writers on the environmental crisis, there is 
perhaps noone as outspoken as Paul Ehrlich, nor perhaps as widely 
9 read. The Ponulati~.!L.2.£~ has been reprinted many times since 
8Ibi.d., pp,. 261-2. 
9Pau1 Ehrlich, The Pooulation Bomb (Nf~W York: Ba.11.antine _____ _........ ___ ....._ __ ......_ __ __ 
Books, 1968). 
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its publication in 1968. It is readily avaiJ.able in most bookstores 
and has been widely used i..~ courses in high schools and colleges. 
Ehrlichvs major conclus:i.ons are pess:imistiq; man's time on earth 
is liinited because of ma.nis great apathy acout the problems facing 
him. Ehrlich predicts mass starvatj_on in the 1970's, and he finds 
the environment becoming intolerable for existence. Some countries, 
like India, he considers hopeless" He suggests abandoning it and 
countries like it, and concentrating on try:Ulg to save thos~ countries 
that still have some glint.mer of survival possibilities. T'ne Ehrlichs' 
latest book published in 1970, Population, .. ~~ources, En·.rironment, is 
much more quantitative than The Ponulation Bomb. In it they look with 
care at the requisites of life that are il1 shortest supply for a 
population: space, heat~ available energy, nonrenawabla resources, 
water, and food; and with skepticism that needed quantities of these 
can be provided~ Called an ala.ril'l..ist by many c1'itics, Paul ilirlich 
nevertheless has been heard. 
Needed: Environmental Crisis Theory 
Human ecology "-Titi.."lgs are largely irrelevant to the environ-
mental crisis~ Human ecology has not provided thaor"J to help man 
explain ecological relationships, to contri~ute to our awareness 
of ecological imbalances, or to contribute to our knowledge of how 
to act to resolve the present and worsoning,environmental crisise 
'!he environmental crisis writi..~gs have incre~sed in quantity too 
rapidly to be absorbed. And like the empirical studies in hu.'11an 
ecology, the environmental. crisis writ:ings are repeating the same 
da.ta in one journal after another. New ecolog:ictil theory on the 
environmental crisis is needed to help synthesize and organize the 
tremendous quantity of :info~~mation that has been -written since 1948$ 
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO RESOLVE TdE El'NIRONMENTAL CRISIS 1 
In the absence of th~ needed theoretical formulations, we 
know littl.e of the likely effectiveness of various suggested 
solutions, nor the size of the effort necessary. Still, the surface 
plausibil.ity of some of the proposals argue for getting on with them, 
even though theoretical understanding is some time off. 
There a.re many suggestions of what can be done to help alleviate 
the environmental crisis: population control, inore polltical pressure 
on the goverflJ.-nent, a decrease in overconsumption ar1d 11growthmania, u · 
environment, and education of the general public about the environ-
mental crisis. Education is a major and :important suggestion, as it 
underlies a:ny hope of change in several of the other areas. If 
education is successful, it can create an awareness and concern on 
the part of the population about the crisis, and then motivate them 
to become involved in trying to resolve the problems. 
There can be no more urgent task than that of spreading 
knowledge of mankind's truly precarious situation. Fublic 
education on the broadest possible basis is called for from 
the first grade right up through our academic institutions. 
Although it may be one hundred years too late, we might 
still have a chance to save man and, possibly, civilization. 
But without a. large-scale educa,tional dri.ve, our frantic 
rush downwards with a constantly accelerated speed cannot 
be s1owed up or, better still, switched into a smooth clL~b 
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for prosperity, progress, and human batterment. 1 
Many others join Borgstrom and myself in the plea that t."ie 
greatest challenge facing the schools today is the necessity of 
educating children about the environmental crisis. 2 It iG crucial 
that mankind not only be knowledgable about the environmental crisis, 
but concerned enough abou.t their and future generations' survival 
to want to do something about it now. 
Sir Francis Bacon once said: "To learn to domi."la te Nature 
we must first learn to obey her. u3 It is c1"ucial that mankind 
develop an "ecological conscience," that he learn and understand 
that he ·is only one part in a great biological scheme, a web of 
life 9 and that his contiilued survival will depend upon a close 
environment. 
Man is not ari isolated spcl'.:'ics living alone, b1J.t 
is dependent upon nu,.'1lerous associated species of plants 
and of a."li.11a.ls for f ocd and for m.any of the other 
essentials of life. Han also is directly or indirectly 
dependent upon the physical conditions tha.t occur in the 
habitats in which he lives9 All the biotic and physical 
factors that affect man are cor:ipJexly intorrelated.4 
1 Georg Borgstrom, .Th!: ... 1.itmz:ry _Planet:, (New York: The l~acMillan 
Co., 1965), Po xx. 
2 ils o see Garrett De Bell, 11 Educ a ticn and Ecology ll 11 in The 
Envirol"Jnenta.l H3.ndbook, ed. by Garrett DeI3cll (New York: Ballantine/ 
Friends of the l::arth Book, 1970), pp. 129-33; and 11 Population 
lliucation - ivolution or P£volution, 11 Population 2ulletin, Vol. xirJ, 
No. 3 C·fashington, D.C; Population Rere-ronce Burea.t1), pp. 3-40. 
>Robert Rienow and Laona Train Hienow, Moment in the Sun 
(New York: The Dial Press, 1967), p. 38. . --
4Lea Raymond Diec, lfan!s Nature and i·~at..ure's ?·:an; The Ecolo,;:y 
cf Human Coc.t.'!lunittes (Ari..n - ... ).rbor:'"" Univer-s°Ity-;f-•. ::fchTg~"l i:ire:ss, 1955). 
p. 298. 
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~!an, however, has not followed Sir Francis Ba.con's advice, 
but has through the years had the attitude of superiority over 
nature. Whatever reasons for this attitude,5 religious or otherwise, 
ma.n needs now to develop a.n ec:ological s.ttitude which admits that 
he is the most powerful species on earth, but because of this, he 
must accept the role of col'isciously maintaining and caring for the 
6 planet'· s living resources. As more envircmmental crises develop 
and compound the.'lilselves. man must. keep in mind the total web of 
life as he tries to remedy the problems. 
H.any -writer-s believe that manki.l'ld can continue to survive if 
he recognizes the problems in t1.me, and if he devises solutions that 
mankind as a whole can embrace. 
I believe that man has the power, the intelligence, and 
t.r.1.e :L'11agin&1aon to exL1·1.ca.:t:.e h1mseli i':l'"om the Sf?J:":i.ous 
predica~ent that now confronts him. The necessary first 
step toward wise action in the future is to obtain an 
U.."1'1derstancling of the relationshins betwccm ma.'1, his 
natural environment~ and his technology.? 
Here enters the crucial role of education. I.!1 the many suggestions 
that have been made, and they will be discussed here briefly, 
education is the necessary ingredient for all of them to be 
effectively implemented it., society • 
. .. -----------
,,. 
.JLynn White, Jr. suggests that it is the Judai.sm-Christian 
mentality that is responsible for man's feelings of dominance. S!3e, 
11 The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Cri::ds," Scie~, Vol. 155 
(March 10, 1967), pp. 1203-7. 
6F. Fraser Darling, '' Ecolo[Sy of Han, u l1.merican Scholar., 
Vol. 25 (Winter~ 19.55-56) • p. 4.5. 
?Harrison Scott Bro-i.m 11 Jhe Challem:e o.f ~·~an 1 s i?uture: An 
Inau.iry Concernin?: the Condition of .;:-~3:Irinr: the Years .::!·1a t Lie 
Ahead (l~ew York: The Vik:i:ns Press, 1954), PPe xi-xii. 
J8 
Population cor1trol is. a. very sensitive subject around the 
'h't>rld, because it infringet) on the most intimate of an individual 1 s 
beliefs and actions. But as overpopulation is one of the most, if" 
not the most critical proble1l'.l in the world today, the :tssue of 
population control needs to be discussed. Many suggestions have 
been made to cut down on the numbers of people in the world, or 11.t 
least to stabilize the growth rate. One such suggestion by the 
Conmd.ttee on Resources and I~';an8 was for a gE'meral policy: 
That efforts to limit population increase in the nation 
and the world be intensified by whatever msa.ns are practicable, 
working toward a goal of zero rate of. grcn-rth by the end of 
the century ••• Ulti.rnatGly this 1xnplies that the community and 
society as a 'Whole, and not only the parents, must have a say 
about the number of children a couple may have. Tnis will 
require profound modification of current attitudes toward 
p !lr.""On t..."'io ed ... 
There are less drastic ways· that society ca..~ be organized to 
encourage parents to limit the nu.-rnber of ch:'i.ldrsn that they want. 
One suggestion is that tax incentives give t~x breaks to those parents 
who have only two children. Adoption of extra children could be 
similarily encouraged for.parents who wantinore than _two children. 
A second suggestion is th~t family plaruiing services be increased in 
number and be distributed evenly around the world. In orde:t.' for 
family planning services to be increased. how~ver. more money is 
needed for such organizations as Planned Parenthood 0 which often 
have had great difficulty surviving financiallyo Also. for such 
8
comroittee on Resources and Man. Resources and Ea.n: A 
Stu and Recom!llendations (San Francisco:-~ F1~ecrnt.4"'1 a..'"'ld Co.• 
1969 • p. 11. --- -
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services to be just loce~ted. in poor or minority race areas has 
created feelings of disc:ri::n:Lnation and anger on the part of those 
receiving the services, such as the belief of many Negroes that the 
whites are out to reduce- their numbersG T'ne problem of population 
control is not just that of the disad.V3.l"ltaged, nor of 1 the rest of 
the world' {as A."Tlericans often feel)e "The population bomb is 
everybody's baby$tt 
'Ihe most extreme suggestion is for government regulation of 
the nu.~ber of children that a couple may have, giving permission to 
; 
couples, and terminating pregnancies in families with two children. 
Although strongly urged by some, and feared by most, this suggestion 
gravely conflicts with t~1e values of freedom held by most people .. 
0 continuing growth iri man's ntuiibers and in his consumption 
of the earth's resources has been a cornerstone of Western man's 
belief in progress. Now it is called into qucstion. 09 This calls 
for re-education to overcome previous values and beliefs. An.d a 
broader scale is cr:ttical • ·as Borgstron1 corr-dl:lents about efforts to 
10 
resolve the population problem: 
Most of our efforts to master the present population 
increase have been on a Lilliputian scale. We need a 
broader progrru:n of gene1"al education :md a. mobilization 
of the world's brain-po-rrer to facilitate a clear under-
standj.ng of these issues and their tru~ dimensions. 
Very much related to population control is the suggestion 
9Charlton Ogburn, Jr., "v.1hy the Global Income Gap Grows 
Wider,H Ponulation Eullet:l,.nt- Vol. XY:/I, No. 2 (June, 1970), p. 5. 
10 . . 
Georg Borgstrom, '.IJ:e.Hungry Plane!, p. xiv. 
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that the medical professiorJ and religious institutions take a 
stronge1" stance on the whole issue of popuJ.ation control. The 
American Medical Association has refused to take any strong stand 
on such issues as birth control, abortion, a.~d sterilization. 
Patients desiring information a11d se:rvices have often found 
doctors unwilling to help. At least docto~s ought to refer a 
patient to another doctor imo does support these measures if he 
himself is opposed. 
Tne Church has often been criticized recently for not being 
relevant to the needs of society. The idea that man is part of a 
great ecosystem that should be preserved and cherished might come 
closer to being an acceptable substitute for the religious beliefs 
that many men have discarded. Education rd .. med at changing a.ttitu.d<~s 
oi- medical. and religious person.llel is needed nowo 
Political Action 
Those actively concerned with the environmental. crisis have 
made the suggestion that more legislators ~oncerned with the 
environ.~ent and more legislation are needed. Many believe with 
the Ehrlichs that the laws of our free enterprise system are failing 
to meet the needs of everyone as long as they permit \L~restricted 
11 
reproduction and pollution. But more laws may not be enough. 
12 
DJ.bos is critical of the govern.Y!lent when it dovs work on environ-
11Paul R. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich, fopulation, Hesou.rces, 
E.."lVironmsnt (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Co., 1970). p. 268. 
iJRene Jules Dubos, ~ H'!!E.~l'l An Ani.'Tla.l (New York: Scribner, 
1968), pp. 229-JO, 
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mental. improvement.. He st?.ys that most of the measures they unde1"-
talce are palliative and at best short-sighted adaptive responses 
to acute crises, expressi.ons of fear or panic rather than of 
constructive thought. He points to the progrw.'ils of "tt.l-ie Great and 
Beautiful Society as exrunples. He feels they are a hodge-podge 
collection· of measures hastily formulated to correct a few glaring 
defects in cities a."'td in the country• but they do not get at the 
basis of the problem~ He also suggests, ur1fortunately, that 
Congress will only move when an environ.mental catastrophe frightens 
the public sufficiently to force Congress ;into action. 
Many suggest that the quality of laws ultimately reflects 
the concern of the citizenry. For example, the Rienows strongly 
support the view that public complacency ovor the enviromental 
problems needs to be changed ~..nd they pa:r·ticul~rly blame the 
attitude that science and technology 1.;-ill solve all of our problemse 
They see this "myth of scientific infallibility" as a convenient 
way for the public to avoid ·civic responsibility in doing so~e­
thing about the problems.13. '!he public needs help to understand 
and to judge the moral rightness and cultural worth of tho course 
14 that scientists tell us to take. Since environmental problems 
are essentially social problems, the problems belong to everyone, 
13Rienow and Rienow, 1-:0ment in the Stm~ p. 199. 
1'ir.B. van1oom, "Population, Space, and Human Culture, u 
Law and Contemnorary Proble:ns, Vol. 25 (Surrener, 1960), p. 405. 
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and as Dales sums up when. speaking of pollution; l5 "In the end 
it is you and I who are going to elect the politicians -who are 
going to decide how much pollution we are going to have, what sort 
of pollution it is going to be, and where we are going to have it." 
Proposals abound. Ehrlich has suggested a Department of 
l.6 
Population and Environment· with pow~r to_ force needed changes. 
Strict controls would be enforced by this department in areas such 
as pesticides, quantity of children per family, and environmental 
quality. It would also aid Congress in developing leg:i.slation 
related to population and enviror.unent, and to inform the public of 
the needs of such legislation. In virtually all of these cases, 
education is a critical component. Education is needed to give the 
public the ~n1derstanding of the environmental problems~ as well as 
to incite them to ar:tion to bring pressure upon the legislators to 
legislate needed changes. 
F.conomic Action 
Many bl~"?le t..11.e attitudes of men for the environmental crisis. 
Since the founding of the United States, the attitude of Americans 
has been to consume, to grow, and to progress. They moved across 
the country, consUl'lling a.s they went and not replacing the ¥v"eal th of 
natural resources that they used. At present. say the crisis 
15J.H. Dales, Pollutio~t Prooerty, and Prices, An Essay in 
Policy !fakinq- and Econo!l'li.cs (Toronto: Univer~i ty of To:r·onto .Press, 
1968)' p. 104-. 
16Paul R. Ehrlich,. ~ Ponulation Bomb (New York: &llantine 
Books, 1968), pp. 138-9. 
thinkers. th.i.s has caught up with man. 
Air pollution, like water pollution and all the other 
exan:ples of ·our deteriorating conditions of living, is a 
by-product of too ma.ny people ""'~th too much push in the 
direction of econooiio progress and not enough in the 
direction of social. progress.17 
'!he result of "growthmania.0 in the United States has been 
a.~ overconstD!.ption of resources and materials. Tne United States 
l.j,J 
with ·six percent of the world's population consumes over 50 percent 
or its resources, and that figure is expected to reach 80 percent 
18 by the year 1980. 
Such consumption produces a tremendous amount of solid wastes 
which are disposed of as pollution into the air, waters, or land-
scape, rrom industries producing goods for the American consumer. 19 
Each year in the ·united States we must dispose of s~~e 
55 bilJ.i~:-1 cans~ 26 billion bottle::: end_ ~:..~s 11 65 bi2.lion 
metal a..'1d plastic bott.i.e caps, and mo1·e than half a billion 
dollars of other packaging materials. Seven million auto-
mobiles are junked each year. and the amount of urba.n solid 
wastes (trash and garb3.ge) collected annually is approx-
imately 150 million tons. 
Industries have received,much criticism and blame for the condition 
of our deteriorating environ.~ent, though to a degree the industries 
will respond to what the American public demands, and there has 
been little solid demand for chal'1ges. 
While proposals abound, ma.ny call for major changes in 
. 20 
attitudes and values, a.s Ezra Misha.tu 
17Rienow and Rienow, Homent in the Sun, p.,, 118~ 
l8Ei1rlich and Ehrlich, Popul~tion 1 R9sources, Environ!nent, p. 61. 
i9Ibid., p. 128. 
20Ezra J. l'.1.lsha.n~ The Costs of Ecc:_~ Growth (Net1 York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1967), p. 174·. 
••• if m.en are conce:rn$d prilna.r·ily with hiunan welfare, 
and not pr:lJnarily with productivity co11ceived as a good 
in itself. they should reject economic gro~th as a prior 
a:tm of policy in favor of a policy of se~}king to apply 
more selective criteria of welfare. .Su.ch a policy would 
involve (l)legislation to spearhead the attack on much of 
our post-war blight; and (2 )a substant.5 .. al diversion of 
investible resources from ii1dustry to t.he task of re-
planning oar toYms and cities -- in general, to direct 
our national resources and our :ingenuity to recreating 
an enyiron.-ruent that will gratify and ir1spire men. 
'Ihe ideas and attitudes that lead to "growth.."nania.11 can no 1011ger 
be tolerated i11 today's world. Not only must the United States 
change its attitudes towards economic progress, but also must 
en.courage the underdeveloped countries who are trying to copy 
the United States 1 industrial progress, to consider and value 
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their tot.al environ."'nent a.s they modernize. Air and water pollution 
know no political bou.."ldaries, so economic growth has to be con-
sidereci. iro..111 the vie·wpoint. oi. J.nternational consequences. 
Fducation is i1eeded to convince Americans and any other 
people with high economic growth that a change in life style is 
needed. It is in many ways the high consumption by peoples that 
has created our environ.Tllantal crisis and this trend ne.eds to be 
reversed. 
21 
"'lhere is a. price for progress. u · 
The Role· Of Education 
22 Unfortunately, educational programs have not been successful. 
21A comment by Robert c. Cook, quoted in Moment in t.l-ie Sun, 
by Rienow and Rienow, p. 205. 
22J. George Harrar, "Beyond Survival," in Jhe Next Ninety 
Years, Proceedings of a Con.ferf:nce Held at the Ca.liforni.a 
Institute of Technology, !-!arch, 196'? (Pasadenaeo California: 
California Institute of Technology, 1967), p. 67. 
Today all the tra:l.ning and education Ha have provided 
for ourselves have failed to give us tm ii:wareness of what 
we, either by our passivity or by our actions, are doing 
to our environ.111ent a.nd, ultimately, to om'"selves. 
Fducational.progrru.ns have ~ot besn providing the public with the 
kind of education that wili help them evaluate the choices that 
are. or will be, available to them, to prepare them to understand 
and make decisions relating to the environmental crisis. Auerbach 
and ·Flieger, for example. dispute the view t.hat since there is an 
increased concern among the public about air pollution, the 
educational. needs are being met: 23 
This is simply not true. Nor is the corollary true 
that the need for public information and education 
progra.~s is already being adequately met9 The neG-d. 
for such programs is g:"eater now than e·v-er before and, 
will inevitably be even greater in years to come. 
ment for schools is one way of accomplishing this goal. Improved 
curricula are important ways to do something about the environ-
mental crisis. Curricula focusing on the environmental crisis 
may also help the schools. One of the biggest complaints of 
American high school students today is that.high school education 
is not relevant to the needs of students. Students have beco.~e 
disenchanted studying subjects which they feel will have no 
bearing on their life, no meaning for their work, or no usefulness 
for them as they face the problems of society. There m~ be no 
more relevant subject to be, studied than our enviroru11ent and ou:r· 
23Irvin L., Auer-bach and Kenneth Flieger, "The L"nportance of 
Public Edttcation in Air Pollution Control, H .. Journal of tho Air 
Pollution Control Associa.tl2!!, Vol. 17, No. '2 (February, 1967), p. 102. 
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sui-vival as a human race. 
Not only does the environ.mental crisis make such curricula 
very relevant, but curricula developed on this crisis could engage 
students in the kinds of problems that they will have to come to 
grips with as they becon:e adults -- the nwnber- of children they 
will have" the kind of life style they want for themselves and the 
effect that this life style will have on the qua.lity of the environ-
ment, their role with respect to organizations dedicated to preserving 
the environment (wild.life nnd wilderness orgfu&izat.ions), and their 
o-wn role as citizens: will they write letters to Congressmen, 
consume less, and recycle as individuals; or will they remain 
apathetic citizens? 
Some view ecology as possibly providing a..~ organizing frruna~ 
?l• 
work for 1·ocusing the ent.ire school curriculu.rn: ·- ~ 
Ecology, more as a mode of analyzing and viewing our 
physical and biological world than as a precise experi-
mental science, could, in the 1970 1 s, beccme a fulcrum 
of school curricula around which many other disciplines 
would pivot. Biologye geography (greatly.enlivened by 
infusions of econom:i.cs), demography, geology, agronomy, 
anthropology (with much greater err.phasis on natural. 
histor-.r and the changing relationships of man to his 
environment, how he hg.s treated it and how it has treated 
him) and other disciplines can all contribute to a deeper 
understanding of our world ecosystem. 
Our educational establish..-nent, from elcmentarJ school 
through the post-graduate college yeax•s, can perform no 
more useful service t..han to illumi.Ylate the pri.'lciples 
of human survival and to dedicate itself to preserv:L~g 
and enhancing the quality and diversity of life. 
24Rurus E. lfiles 0 Jr., ed., u~"ihose Eaby Is the Population 
Problem? 0 Pouulation Bulletin, Vol. X:VI, No. 1 (February, 1970), 
p. J1. 
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Curricula developed to m.eet the c:ri.terion of relevance and to help 
resolve the environ.'Ti.ental crisis would fit easily into the modern 
trend toward problem oriented, multi-discip~inary approaches. Too 
long the schools have been strictly discipline oriented. Today's 
world problems cannot be solved just by sociol(.Jgy, or psychology 0 
or economics. The problems need the thoughts and work of all the 
disciplines, practitioners and scholars sli.1<e. Creating a multi-
· disciplinary approach in the public high schools will be no easy 
task. Neither will the creation of new curricula, whether in the 
form of a separate course, or as materials on the key concepts for 
all the standard subjects, be easy. Curricula schedules are already 
crowded with subjects that some people feel are necessary. Ehviron-
mental education will undoubtedly :involve attitudes and values, and 
in the past.. schools have tended to shy away fro:n any conflicts of 
this nature. Across the country some ttrnan-in-envh~onment," or 
11ecological crisis" kinds cf courses have been developed by 
interested and concerned teachers. But this curriculum development 
has been on an individual basis, usually with the teacher focusing 
-
only on what he knew about, had available, or felt was important. 
The efforts, to say the least, have been isolated and disjointed. 
But the costs of failure, and the rewards of success, are 
25 high: 
Many of the benefits will be discoW'.''agingly intangible -
a blue sky instead of a gray one, trees and green fields 
instead of barren hillsides. bird songs instead of a silent 
25Robert Morison, 0 F.d.ucation for Environmental Concerns," 
Daedalus (Fall, 1967), pp. 1221-2. 
spring. clean streets~ welJ.-proporticned facades, and quiet 
walks instead of ugliness, traffic jams, and noise. 'The 
educational system for tomorrow must not only make it clear 
how these presumable -goals can be achieved but why they are 
worth achieving. 
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There is, of course, no guar~tea that increased 11population° 
or "environ.111enta1° awaren€rss induced by coUl'ses or curricula. will 
lead to attitude changes, or different life styles, or to concerted 
involvement, but there :i.s some evidence that attitude change is 
related to awareness. It certa.inly is wort~h trying through 
curriculum in the schools to create an ecological awareness, 
concern, and involvement in all students. They, afterall, will 
sorneday become adults charged with the responsibility of continuing 
a quality environment for the next generation. 
development needs data. on .where students ara in their th:tnking, 
for the future of the envircm.ment will be largely what they chose 
it to be, and these choices will, in turn, depend in large part on 
26 llt'hat they think life itself ought to be. It was to explore this 
question -- the present view of students toward the environmental 
crisis --· that this study was undertaken. 
27 . 
Ripley and Buechner1 s article served as a point of de-
parture for this exploratorJ research project. They stated t.~at 
26Ibid., p. 1220. For further support see 0 Popu.laticn 
Fd'-11ca.tion - Evolution or Revolution, 0 Pi:mu.lation Bulletin, Vol. xx:II, 
Nolt 3 (no date given), pp. I+ and 20<, 
27s.D. Ripley and Helmut K. Buechner, 0 E.cosystem Science As A 
Point of Synthesis,u ~~~l_u? (Fall, 1967L, pp. 1192-9. 
'While the most critical pi'oblem facing humanity today is an 
ecological one of relatir~g human societies harmoniously to their 
enviromnents. the task of focusing knowledge on contemporary world 
problems in an ecological context seemed ove~neL~ing. · They then 
presented a two-d:imensiol'H1l conceptual model, bt3.sed on levels of 
integration and points of view, as an a.id in orienting knowledge 
toward the environ.~ental crisis. 
However~ the critical idea that Ripley and Buechner con-
tributed to this study wa.s the notion of a conceptual environ-
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ment: 
Man's. i.mage of the- world i.."l which he lives and his 
understanding of man's place in the unive1·se are critical 
in achievi.~g ecologicaJ. homeostatis. Science can con-
tribute basic facts a..~d ideas about .ecosystems. But 
ms.n 1 s concerns and valu.os also determir.te the behavior of 
oo~i0ties. fiis co~1c.optu~l envirur.int::t£.t 11-...:, cl.ai1ge·J 
through tL.~e, a transformation expressed :L~ literature, 
poetr-J, music, architecture, and modifications of the 
land.scape. T'ne natural scientist will most probably 
have less influence ir. tha evolution of a conceptual 
environ.111ent relevant to today's ecological crisis than 
the humanist. YJAn' s eonceptual environment, not science, 
will determine the future of humanity. 
They see the humanist having the responsibility of developing o·ur 
understanding of values with relevance to the central ecological 
crises of today. We should study the whole ecos-j'stem of hu..rnan-
society-plus-environment and the interrelationships between these 
systems on a global basis, even though \>i~ can never achieve a 
total understanding of j_t. They feel tha.t their two-dimer1sional 
conceptual model does pr~"V'ide an approach thr·ough which inter-
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disciplinary efforts c~ bo organized to evolve unifying principles 
... 
and conc~pts leading to a better understanding of ma.n's place in 
the universe. Their model represents a point of synthesis of 
research and education. to f"ocu.s them on the contempo~ary_ problerr1s 
of adapting human societlas_harmoniously to their environments. 
As mentioned earlie1., the task of achi6'1:i.ng an ecological 
orientation on the part of, the population can:come through curricu-
lum development in educe.tiono The empirical study that follows is 
a beginning attempt to disc_over what the ecological awareness and 
concerns of some high school_ students -- their-conceptual environ-
ment -- are. By doing this, {me hopefully can point directions for 
the needed curriculum d~.:elopment. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF' .THE S1'UDY 
An :lndividua.11 s relationship to the environmental crisis 
has several possible levels. Many people are merely aware of 
one or more aspects of the environmental crisis; they have some 
~owledge of the problems! Others not only know a.bout various 
aspects of the crisis, they have a value cystem which· enables 
them to judge certain enyironmental situations as (~rises; in 
short.. they not. only are aware of the problems~ they are con-
cerned about them. Fimuly c- there are those who are not only 
a.ware and concerned{! they are actively involveq in trying ·to 
dea.l with t.he environmental crisis. The purpose of t.his ex-
plorator.1 study• then, w.s.s to find out how awaf'e, concerned, 
and ilwolved some high school students were with the e·nviron-
mental crisis. 
St].ldents were interviewed fro."11 two suburban high schools in 
Port1a.nd, Oregon~ Interviewed at each high school we1·e key 
informa.nts, either juniors or seniors who were taking. an 
envirorunental crisis course; a random sample of juniors who were 
not; and all teachers of the envu~onmenttl crisis courses. A 
total of 98 students and 5 teachers were interviewed during 
the sp:t~ing of 1971. 
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Instruments Used 
The interview was the method used to obtain i..~formation from 
both students and teachers. It consisted of two parts for the 
students: a group of pictures representing ecological problems 
to be ranked in order of ecological importance and discussed, and 
general questionse 
Eight pictures were selected from maga~ines to represent 
various ecological problems. as air pollution, overpopttl.ation. 
noise pollution, and man's relationship to nature, though each was 
subject to a variety of interpretations. All were numbered and 
presented to the students •. The pictures weir~ used at the beginning 
of tho inter-t1iew. Students were told to rank these pictures in 
order. of ecological i1nportance. the intorp1·,etat:i..on of ecological 
importance being left tc, the student. There were very few questions 
by the students associated w"ith this procedure, and i.t created an 
inte1"est in the student right at the beginni..,,_g of tlw interview. 
After the students had placed the pictures in the order that they 
wanted. the order was recorded, and each picture was discussed. 
The idea of using ecological pictures crune from The Focused 
Inter-Jiew~ In it the authors stress the importance of soT.ething 
that constantly can be referred back to in the interv:i.ew discussionf 
a.s a movie, a book, or zlides. Using the ecologi.cal pictures 
allowed the students to see a problem and discuss it wi tho,1t 
having to rely on memory. For many who had never been in.terviewed 
1 Robert K. Merton!> M.ar jorie Fiske, a.'rld Patricia L. Kendall, 
The Focused L""1terview (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Pressf 1956). 
before, this was :ilnporta11t as they ·were a bit nervous when they 
began to talk. 
Questions for the direct interview wero written in three 
categories -- for example: 
Awareness: What do you cor1sider to be the three most 
important ecological problems in the world? 
Concern: Do you think man's survival is endangered 
in the world? in the Pacific Northwest? 
Involvement: Have you ever tried to do anything about 
the ecological problems at school? outside 
of school? 
After the completion .of the picture ranking and the inter-
view, each student was asked to fill out a questionnaire covering 
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socio-economic informati9n a.rid ecological interests of the student. 
The student was told that this informatio11 would be held in strict 
confidence. 
The entire interview was tape recorded, the tnpe recorder 
being placed in the middle of the table. Each student was asked 
i£ he minded being taped, and with the ex~sption of one student, 
al.1 agreed to be tap~d. Each student was also told the purpose 
of this study. and the affiliation with Portland State University, 
at the beginning of the interview. The interviews lasted from 20 
to 45 minutes. 
The teachers and st\ldent teachers of t.he environmental 
crisis courses were also interviewed and t2.pad. They were asked 
about the origination and development of the environmental crisis 
course, their major emphasis in toaching the cou:rise, what the 
content and activities were for the course, whether they had seen 
a change ill the a;wa.renessf concern, and involvement of the students 
they taught in the course,- and what were their major ecological 
concerns and involvements. 
Pilot TestinE 
Originally there were just a background questionnaire and a. 
interview. These were pilot tested on five students at one· high 
school rec~'lllllended by teachers as key inf orm~.nts because of their 
interest a.rid involvement in ecological activities. No pictures 
were used in this initial-set of interviews. ·The questions on the 
interview were modified as a result of the p:U.ot test for the 
actual interviews. Some· modifications were also made on. the 
The original intent of this study was to use only key 
2 informants. These students, it was felt, could transmit the 
greatest amount of information about their Oi.t.'l"Jl, as well as other 
students• awareness, concern, and involvements with the environ-
mental crisis. A key informant should also be motivated to share 
information with the interviewert ar.d the selection of the high 
school students was made on this premise. 
However, the interviewing of the equiv a.lent of key 1-Ylf ormants 
during the pilot test.ir1g uncovered a critical problem. When the 
2Kurt W~ Back, "The Well-Informed J.nforma.nt," in Hu.'Tlan 
Or_eaniz11tion Resea.rch, ed. by Richard N$ Ad~uns and Jack J. Preiss 
ZHomewood, lUinois: The Dorsey Press, 1960)~ p. 181. 
informants were asked to talk about the activities of other 
students, they could not even give names of other students who 
were or were not ecologica,:ily involved0 let a.lone what these 
students believed or did. Some would say that they knew of a 
few others who were involved, but they did not know their names 
or much about them. This request to talk about. other i..~volved 
students was 1~epeated during the regular interviews to seo if 
the pilot test phenomenon was accidental, and it was not. 
Students in these schools just did not seem to know the names 
or activities of many of the students in their classes, rai~ing 
problems for any key info1"mant methodology in studies involving 
high school students. 
of students in addition to informants fl"om t.he ecology courses. 
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The difference in responses between the inf orra.ants and the random 
group of students was large, so it was decided to proceed with both 
groups or students, informant and random. tn the regular interviews. 
'l'he "picture test" was also developed and pilot tested 
because :L~itial straight interviews were difficult for a. nu.."llber of' 
students~ Twenty pictures were used. and initially each stud.e:1t 
was asked to categorize or arrange the pictures into groups 
according to which ecological problems seemed to fit together. 
Although the students experienced little difficulty in grouping 
the pictures, the process was time-consuming, ~"'ld it was discovered 
that more information. could be obtained in le:.;s time by just 
having the students rank the pictures in order of ecological 
importance. It was decided to follow this pattern in the final 
study. 
Stugv Settings.]n The Portland Area 
Through telephone interv,iews with all the curriculum vioe-
principa.ls in the Portland Public School System, and most suburban 
systems, it was found that there were only three high schools with 
ecology courses, Aloha in Beaverton, Reynolds, and one high school 
in Portland, whose class was small and comprised mostly of senio~s. 
Aloha's course ran for a full year, while Reynolds ~~nt for a 
semeste1·. other schools in the Portland area had ecology clubs, 
or taught ecological problems in with their science and social 
Since this study took place at the end cf the school year, 
it was more difficult to g~.t in touch with students who were in-
volved in ecology clubs, most of whi.ch had disbanded for the year. 
Interviewing students in courses also allowed students to be ta.l<en 
out of these classes instead of taking them from other subjects. 
a procedure not very appreciated by other sub,ject matter teachers 
when the· school year is closing. And the cla.ss with seniors 
eliminated a number of days of possible interviewing, as seniors 
are graduated earlier than the end of the school year for other 
students. 
Since the major concern of this study wa.s curric~wn, and 
given the practical problems, the decisi(.')l'l was ma.de to interview 
as informants only those who were involved in the environmental 
crisis courses at Aloha and Reynolds. 
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Althqugh there were no socio-economic data available on 
either school, an intuitive judgment was that both appeared similar. 
Bot.\.i schools attract a w:l.de economic range of students from sub-
urban and rural settings~ Both environmental courses had been in 
operation for the same ler1gth of t:ilne, one year., and both courses 
had more than one teacher teaching tha~. Tiie responses of t..~e 
random sample fro~rn both schools, then, ought to be similar; the 
responses of the informants might vary, according to the major 
emphasis of the curriculum in each of the two courses. 
The generalizability of the findings should be restricted to 
those schools with similar characteristics as described here. No 
intent is made to generalize the findings to urban settings v-mere 
the responses might be completely different. Any attempt to carry 
out this study in some urban schools and to compare the data ·w:\.11 
have to await further studies. 
Sources Of Data 
TI1e key informants were recommended qy the teachers of the 
environmental crisis courses. In both schools w"here the s~udy was 
undertaken, a group of teachers worked together, so that the 
students recommended usually were recommended by more than one 
teacher. No number was specifically requested. The teachers 
listed all of those students they felt mot the criteria of a key 
informant. There was an attempt, however, to arrive at a balance 
between boys and girls. At Reynolds ~l inform.ants l"ocornmended 
were interviewed, a total of 14. At Aloha. of the 15 recommended 
informants, 12 were interviawed6 
Through the use of a·table of random numbers a random 
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sample of those juniors from each school who had not taken the 
course was chosen. Since :most of the students in the courses were 
juniors, it was decided to restrict the random sample interviews 
to juniors to sa.ve time and to make comparisons more easy between 
random students and informants. At Reynolds t.1-iere were 260 jtmiors, 
one-half of whom had taken the "Man-in-Environ111ent" course. A 20 
percent random sample was dr.um from the 1:1.st of approximately 
125 juniors who hRd not ta.ken the course, <:.nd all twenty-four were 
of ·whom ·were taking the "Environmental Crisis" course. A 10 percent 
random sample was drawn in the same mat"lne:r as Reynoldst a.nd a 
total of 35 students were interviewed. ~nly one girl, although 
contacted, never came for the interview. A combined total of 85 
were interviewed, 26 informants and 59 random. 
As much as possibl~ students were interviewed during their 
social studies courses to prevent cutting into other courses, or 
were interviewd dur~g their free periods(i At Reynolds a study 
area adjacent to the social studies resource center was used for 
interv1ewing students, while at Aloha the Teachers' Professional 
Library was used. 
Tabulation Of ~:J:.!. 
All of the tapes -we're transcrlbed almost verbatim in order 
to get the.most accurate sA-pressions of the students. In trans-
cribing the tapes indications 'l<..~re also made as to whether the 
studan.t responded spontaneously to a question, or whether he had 
to be prod.ded;a 
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· A content analysis \'fas made of the responses to the questions 
in the interview, as well as of the responses to each of the 
ecological pictures. These data were then coded, and along with 
j..nformation from the qu~st~onnaires, key punched, and statistically 
analyzed. The chi-square statistic was used in the analysis of 
the data 9 using the categories of students, informant a.nd random, 
as the control. va.riables. ·Further analyses of subgroups within 
random or :informant were not conducted b_ec.a.use of the small 
sample size, particularly qf the infol"rnants. 
The results of the 8.n&lysis and, the interpretations are 
found )...n the following chaptere 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS: DATA AND INTEHPRETA'rION 
An exploi~atory research effort inevitably yields data 
llhich can be used to address a huge variety of questions. Given 
that curricul'\L"ll development was identified as one wa:.1 of in-
fluencing the necessary change in attitudes toward ecological 
problems, the ove~all intent of this study was to generate data 
to support curriculum development efforts in the area of human 
ecology. 
There are three majo~ questions related to cu.t'riculu...'11 which 
1. Did the two different courses in the two di ff eren t 
schools have e, different impact on the students who took 
the courses·i 
2. Assuming that most ecology cours~)S will be elective. 
or voluntary, is there a significa.'t'lt difference between the 
background ch~;.racteristics of students 1'.tho chose to take 
ecology courses (the informants in this study) compared to 
those who do no (the random sample)? 
J. ls there a signi.f:l.cant difference between the 
informants and the random students in their ecology know-
ledge or awareness. in their values or their degree of. 
concern, and in theit' activities or involvement in 
ecology? 
The first question, when related to information about the courses, 
should suggest conclusions about the impact of the courses, and 
possibly 'What seems to have contributed mo~t to the impact. The 
last two questions will sugeest the r1.ature of the population to 
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which ecology courses w:Hl na tura.11.y appeal, for the value that that 
has to enable curriculum developers to bujld on these characteristicso 
The data will also challenge developers to design curricula to reach 
students who do not choose ecology courses. 
'!here are several obvious conditions of this study which 
make some conclusions difficult to draw. Sinca data were collected 
only after the courses were nearly over, it is difficult in some 
cases to tell for certain whether the differences between rn.ndom 
students and informants can be acco\L~ted for by the effects of 
the courses or by the process of selecting the course in the first 
'place. Al.so, in spite of the comparatively large number of inter-
views for a single-person study, the sample is still small for a 
in addition to the development of an effective methodology for 
investigating student ecology ideas, t..~e study should suggest 
numerous topics for more careful scrutiny. 
In considering the three questions, information from all 
three components of the survey has been used -- the background 
information sheet which each student filled out, the question~~ 
asked in· the structured interview, and the information obtained 
from the student's discussion of the ecological pictures. 
THE IMPACT OF~ Ti!E ENVIR0!\1·1EN'rAL CRISIS COUP.SES 
ON THE INFORM.ANTS AT REYNOLDS AND ALOHA 
) 
This section will attempt to determine whether the courses 
did indeed have an impact on the students in them. First, as 
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these environmental crisis courses were the only two of this 
nature offered in the Portland area, it would be worthwhile to 
mention how they came into be:L~g a.?1d how 19ng they had been in 
existence. The teachers' major emphasis j.n teaching the courses 
will also be discussedll' Then selected intE.1rview questi.ons will 
be analyzed to determine if the emphasis in the two different 
courses affected the responses (concernsi·:L~terests) of the 
informants to these questions: \~bat are the specific reasons why 
an ecological crisis exists in the world? Why is man's survival 
endangered? What are the three most important ecological problems 
in the world? Does the United States have a population problem? 
Lastly, whether the cour.ses had an impact on the ecological 
involvement of the tnfo:rm~u1t~ :i.n ~chnol ::i_ntj rmts5.de o.f ~chool 
·w'ill be analyzed. 
The HHan-in-Environ."1ont11 course at Reynolds and the nEnviron-
mental Crisis" course at Aloha both began operation j.n the fall of 
1970~ Both came into being under sin1ilar circumstances -- curriculu.'71 
reform in each of the respective schools. After each.of the 
proposals for a new course had gone through school channels, it ,,;as 
offered .as a choice to the students, along with several ether 
choices. Jn bot..11. schools the er1virorm1ental crisis course was 
extrernely popular with the students, and so both began. The 
teachers in both schools were involved in writi.~g the proposal for 
the new course, as eacl~~ possessed a real il':terest in environmental 
/ 
problems. At Reynolds the course was offerod ohly through the 
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social stucties teachers, and lasted one semester"' At Aloha the 
course was a beginning attempt to be interdisciplinary, with a 
science and. a social sb.i.dies teacher responsible for the course. It 
lasted the whole school year. 
There was a d:iffarance in the objectives that the teachers 
had for their courses at the two schools. At Reynolds the major 
focus of the "11an-in-.Ehviron.1'1lent" course was to change attitudes. 
'lhat "by be,coming aware of the problems and 0xposod to some. of the 
solutions, a student would j.n turn change his attitudes toward the 
environment. and maybe even see some solutions, 11 was the r11ajor 
emphasis or· one of the Reynolds teachers. The second teacher tel t 
that the a.'.l"lswer to the existing environmental problems is a sound 
relationship between people, a more extensive attitude change. 
O:r~~~ l. .. "Q du Ll1ti.t, thvh o.l::. t1A~ v~~H;i-1. 5vO.::.i, ~l!<it thb 
citizens of this country have establishf:d for themselves, 
and the ones that the underdeveloped nat:i.ons want to 
acquire$ really ceass to be me:mingfu.l .... the money, the 
acquisit.ion of thingse If we all really just desire a 
better relationship a.~d understru1ding between each other, 
it sea~s to me that the erwiromnent by th~t nature will 
clean u.--p • 
As the major emphasis was on honest relationships an1orig people 
and related attitude changes, neither teacher stressed content 
that mu.ch. They did briefly discuss ei.ght. ai'eas of environmental 
concern, frc~ which students chose areas of interest for individual 
research projects: air end water pollution9 Eolid wastos5 over-
pcpuhtion. noise pollu.tion, food, urb~~;-tion, transportation, 
and human relations. 
The major emphasis of ·the t-oachers at Aloha was dif.ferent from 
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t...J.ie emphasis at Reynolds.. As one of the Aloha teachers commented: 
Man is pa.rt of the biosphere -- he :tsn 1 t a.bove it, apart 
fr~~ all living thingsQ Therefore, ho is subject to the same 
laws as governs nature. 
Man is threatening the biosphere and that is tho reason 
why he must be coped with. The pe2"il is extremely great. 
It is not il'1 the distance. The ecological web, , .. "hich was 
so conplex, is threatened already. If man is a part of all 
livi.i"'lg thi.l"lgs, he can 1 t terminate a species. There's no 
basis for him to take on~r the biosphere, to be the only 
species. There is no grounds for that kind of' behavior. 
You'd have to add that there is a possibility to do 
something. You can do so."nething, and hopefully you must. 
In discussing the peril, the problems of overpopulation were par-
ticularly stressed. Over 60 percent of the class time at Aloha was 
devoted to outside speake~s and agencies -- people concerned about 
particular topics. Since one of the two teachers was a science 
problems, such as measuring the biodegradableness of different soaps 
in water. The last quarter -of the year the students were ilwolved 
in either a.n action project or a research project of their own 
choosing. During the year mu.ch emphasis Ll'l all the activities in 
the course was put on what the students individually could do. 
How uro.ch impact did the courses have on the informants? The 
data will yield some ans\r.-rers to this question, using selected, 
relevant questions asked of the informants. 1 
"111.an the Reynolds inf orrnants mentioned specific problems to 
supp~t t..~eir contention that an ecological crisis does exist in 
1
sea Appendices for the Student Background Information Sheet, 
Interview Guide, Teacher Interview Guide, and Variable Dictionary. 
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the world. J6 percent of them responded that the problems of 
awareness, education, or attitudes were responsible for the crisis. 
I think, since ta.kins: the course, that things a.rs a 
little more serious. A lot of people don't that tve 
talked to on my own. The problem is education. 
The stubborness of people who keep dumping into the 
rivers and who know, ~1d who have been w~:.rned. They keep 
doing it. They'd save. a. lot more if they'd put money 
into cleaning it up th~m if they keep en pollutir:ig. It 
gets worse a.nd worse -- the same goes for the air. 
Again, when the Reynolds informants gave reasons v..'h.y man 1 s 
survival is endangered, they mentioned 57 percent of the time 
that it depends on man's attitudes, awareness, and concern as to 
whether man ·will find solutions to the problems of the envirorm1ent. 
Because of attitudes. People around here are 
wrapped up in their o" .. m things. lle'll go along 
o'bl:i.vi'1us to what• .s h9.pp0~.ing., dest1"'oy:i.~g hinself • 
til it. happens. 
Pro pessimistic to the point ·whe1'e people will 
fool arou.~d and wait until there is a crisis before 
they do something. Right now everybody's too 
worried about rnaking money, gettjng what they want. 
To do anything about this problem, they will have 
to sacrifice, and they're not going to do it until 
they have to. 
From the responses t~ these two questionsf it is a reasonable 
conclusion that tho course d:i.d influence the Reynolds inf'orma.Ylts. 
It is i.~teresti..~g to note that when the Reynolds informants were 
asked the major emphasis of their "l1an .... in-EJ1vironment11 course, 
only 14 percent of them responded that people's attitudes need 
chan'itng about the crisis.· 6Li. percent of th.em., however, responded 
that they felt that the major emphasis of their cc}urse was 
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knowledge -- being made awnr·e of wnat the problems are in the 
enviromnent. and then doing something about them. The major 
emphasis of the course, then, changing attitudes and awareness of 
people, the Reynolds informants related not only to others, but to 
them.selves as well. Tho "Han-in-.E.'1.vironment" course at Reynolds 
did influence those who took it. 
There was more of a definite 5.nterest orc concern with one 
topic or problem at Aloha than there was at'R~Jnolds. In Table I 
the responses from the info1'mants in both schools are compared •. 
The question asked them to list the three most importa.~t ecological 
problems :in the world. 
As can be seen from this table the major interest among the 
informants a.t Aloha is the !'ll"oblP.m of po~1llu.t:ipn~ Other qtH~!=:t."' ''""~ 
supported this finding. When asked their major interest in 
environmental issues~ 75 percent of the Aloha. lnformants mentioned 
population. Not only were they interested in population, but they 
also s&w it as the major cause of the environmental crisis in the 
lr."Orld and in the Pacific Northwest. .58 percent of the A.1.oha 
informants felt that population was an environmental problem be-
cause it was the crux of all the other problems~ 11 0\rerpopulation 
is the main proble:n. Without it we wouldn't have the trouble of 
pollution. There's so re any people, so unless we have less there's 
no~ing we can do. 0 
When asked if the United States had a population problem the 
j_nforma..'1.ts at Aloha responded, yes, overwheLl'liingly (BJ percent). 
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And. when asked if they would be willing to limit t..'1.eir families to 
two9 100 percent said that·they would. 
TABLE I 
TtlREE MOST IMPORTANT ECOLOGICAL PROBl.,EHS IN THE WORLD 
ACCORDING TO Il~FO&~ul.NTS 
Population, Air Pollution, 
Water Pollution 
Population, Scarcity, 
Pollution 
Population, Pollution, 
Other 
Pollution and Other 
Responses for Problems 
Populat:l.cn as the Crux of: _' 
All tha Other Problems 
Other Responses 
TOTAL 
Reynolds 
29;£ 
4 
.21% 
J 
7%. 
1 
' --
~~) , 
4 
04 fJ 
0 
14% 
2 
14 
Aloha 
·-
.. 4·2% 
5 
Or! 
-;a 
0 
·. 
17% 
2 
1 
33% 
4 
Ofo 
•' 0 
CELL- PERCFJ~TS BASED-ON .COLUMN -SUMS 
·-
26 
CHI-S~UARE STATISTIC = 11.1566 ~TITH 5 I1~GREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIF'ICANT AT 0*050 LE/EL) 
There may be some exptm<a.tions why the problems of over-
population were of so much c_oncern -to the Aloh~ informants. 
TABLE II 
HOW INFORYi.ANTS BECAME ECOIDGICALLY INVOLVED 
Th1 .. ough another person or 
.friend 
Through the course and/ or 
teachers 
Through. parents 
Through the media 
Othe1• ways 
Not applicable 
TOTAL .. 
Reyriolds 
14% 
2 
297b 
4 
14% 
2 
7%· 
1 
l4% 
2 
22% 
. .., 
.) 
14 
. iUoha 
0% 
0 
67% 
8 
8% 
1 
0% 
0 
25% 
3 
o;b 
0 
12 
C.Fll PERC~TS BASED ON COLUHN SUMS 
' 
26 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 4~834 WIT"rl 4 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGi~IFICl·Ll~T AT 0 -.100 LEVEL) 
The difference in the kind of school ecological involvement 
between L'1e two groups of informants is illustrated in Table III. 
TABLE III 
ECOLOGICAL INVOLVEMENT OF IlW'ORHANTS DJ SCHOOL 
Earth Day {attended or did 
something on that day) 
School organizations 
(studc.-~n1t counci1, ecology 
club) 
Long-term involveme11t 
Short-term involvement 
Course i.uJtol vement 
No involvement 
TOTliJ.,, 
Reynolds 
0% 50% 
"' 
0 6 
7% g..-: - f<i 
1 ·1 
14% 17% 
2 2 
14~1& 8%· 
2 1 
.50% 0% 
l'-_:i.-4;h_: ______ ._1_7;o-~ :__ \ 
14 12 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUHN SUMS 
26 
CHI-SQUAHE ST~.TISTIC :::. 13.2579 WITH 5 DEJREES OF lt"'REEOOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0.050 LEVEL) 
An exa."llple of long-term personal involvement is the informant 
who initiated a glass drive for the schoolt collected glass all 
year, and then took it t.o t.ha Ow·ens-Illino:ts Company. Those in-
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volvod in short-tern activit:fos would do such things as periodically 
clean up the litter in the school yard or the cafetaria on thei.r 
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own.·Particularly for Reynolds informants, the course offered them 
the only opportuntiy of doing something i~lth certain environmental 
issues. One example of this is the experience that some of the 
Reynolds students had of going to Bell Telephone Company to talk to 
the employees about the environm.ental problems., 
Tne Reynolds inf ormantss thoughi were significantly less involved 
outside of school than l'l:"ere the Aloha -informants t as seen in Table rl. 
TABLE XV 
ECOLOGICAL INVOLVE.~ENT OF INFORMANTS -OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL 
Very involved and tries to 
convince others to be · · 
Very involved 
Partially involved and tries 
to convince others to bs 
Partially involved 
J,,j_ttle or r10 involvement 
TOTAL . 
Reynolds 
7% 
l 
1!~% 
2 
29% 
lt-
29% 
4 
21% 
3 
14 
Aloha 
I· 33% 
l.s. 
0% 
0 
·so% 
6 
l7% 
2 
o;b 
0 
12 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUl-'J\ SUHS 
26 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC ~ 7s 7587 WITn 4 DffiRE..SS OF FREEDOM 
( SIGNIFIC& ...H AT 0 .. 100 l..1ElEL) 
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1b.e informants who were vecy involved and who tried to 
convince others to be did. such things as: attended conferences 
on their own, attended hearings and legislature meetlngs, became 
members of organizations such as Zero Population Growth, recycled 
all materiills (cans, glass, paper), and talked a great deal to 
their parents, friends, or em.ployers about environmental problems 
and ways to help resolve them. Partial invohrGment meant that 
students recycled, conserved materials~ and participated in other 
activities of this nature. These students were not as extensively 
involved in organizations and projects as were the veey involved 
students. 
It is difficult to determine the reasons for the lesser in-
volvement of the Reynolds inforriJan.ts outsicle of school. One 
explanation might be that the ma:sy fr~est speakers from various 
organizations that spoke at Aloha provided information about •action' 
projects. The students at .Aloha then would have more opportunity 
to join such organizations or at least gathe:t' information on how 
to get involved~ Also, some of the spea.1<ers proYided the incentive 
for project topics for various students. For example, after a 
Tri-1~!'et representative spoke, two inforir,ant$ becanie involved ::i.n 
conducting a. survey in the Aloha. area abou.t their connnu.."lity 
feelings of riding mass transit. T'nis may explain, too, why 100 
percent of the Aloha informants would support mass tra11sit, while 
only 27 percent of the Reynolds informants would. T'nese are only 
suggestions for reasons, but it certainly seems that the courses 
did influen.ce the ecological .i.nvolve1nent of 1.nfomants. 
Swr.mary: The Impact Of 'Ibe E.nvii-onmenta1 Crisis Courses 
. Or1 The Infor:nants At Rey~ And Aloha. 
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Did the e11viron.'1lental crisis courses influence the students' 
responses and their involvement in ecological activities? The 
data indicate that they did. The Reynolds :L"lfol"m.ants, with h~ss 
stress put on specific con.tent in their course, felt that the 
problems of changing awareness, attitudes, and education were 
very important if the environmental crisis was to be resolved. 
'lhe Aloha informants, however, were more interested and concerned 
about the problems of overpopulation, because of the emphasis that 
had been put on it in their· course. 
The informants responded that the courses also influenced. 
their involvemen.t in ecological activities in school and outside 
of school. Ha..Yiy opportunities were presented to the Reynolds 
informants in their course, a.rid it is through their course that 
· most of their involvement in environmental. issues in school c~11e. 
At Aloha the findings were different$ 'Ihe informants were mostly 
involved in Earth Day activities in school, but in activities 
outside of school they were more i.n.volved tha.n the Reynolds in-
formants. The course activities at Aloha largely account for this, 
as they gave Aloha inforn;~Y}ts more opportunities to become :in-
volved outside of school. 
In general, it appea~s ~at courses do influence the students 
who take them" and are the major influencing factor. 
BACKGROUND CHfu~CTERISTICS - :lliFORHANTS JllW RANDOM STUDENTS 
\~at are the background characteristics of the informants? 
Do they share common characteristics that would tend to lead 
them to take an ecolo~ course, or are they similar in background 
characteristics to the ra.~domly selected group of students? 
'!he following background characteristics were determined 
for each population: the number of children in the family of each 
student, the length of ti.m.e ea.ch student had lived :i.n his present 
home, the education of each of his parents, the religious preference 
of the student, and the kL~ds of activities that each student 
participated in out of doors. Combining both schools there were 
26 informa.'lts and 59 randomly selected students. Not every question 
The data on the number of children in the students' fa.milies 
were grouped into two categorles: students who crone frm:'l families 
of 1-3 children, and students who ca.~e from families with 4 or 
more (maximum was 12). This il:1formation is found in Table V. 
Table V clearly indicates that students who select tho 
envirotk"rtental crisis courses tend to come from smaller families ... 
Very few come from families with 4-12 children. It would appear, 
then, to be more difficult to get students jnvolved in such courses 
who come from large families. Since the population problem is 
usually considered a major component of the environmental crisis 
(and discussed in both courses), it is possible that students \'li'lo 
come from larger families tend to shy away from a course they think 
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-might prove uncQm.f ortablc. Should this pr!Jve true, the impli-
cations for curriculum. would be major, in particular how to 
attract students from larger frunilies into the course in the first 
place, 1d thout deleting a· cri ti.cal component of the course. 
TABLE V 
mJ1·1BER. OF CHILDREN n~ FAMILY - INFORMANT AND R.4NDOM 
Inf orma.n. t Randorrr 
77% -~. 51;Z 
1-J 
Number 20 30 
of 23% ·. 49% 
4-12 
Children 6 29 
TOTAL 26 59 85 
. CF:.LL P ER.t;EN 1'~ BAS~D ON C0LLli~~ SUMS 
CHI-SQUAHE STATISTIC :::: 5e 066 WITH 1 DfilJREE OF FREEOOH 
(SIG.i.'JIFICA.t'lT AT OelOO LEVEL) 
Does the length of residence in the community have any effect 
. 
on the decision of a student to take an environ.~ental crisis 
course?· Table VI presents data on how long students have lived 
in their· present home. 
Even though the chi-square statistic is not significant, 
it is interesti."1.g to n~te that the percentage of informants \..tho 
have liv.ed in their horne on;.ty 0-1 year is the smallest percentage 
on the table. Jury ,school -w-1.th high transiency rates ·would have, 
it seems7 more difficulty in getting students involved in environ-
mental crisis courses., 
YEARS 
TABLE VI 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE DJ PHESENT HOME 
Inf orma.nt Rrui.dom 
8% 17% 
0-1 
2 10 
42% 2.5% 
2-5 
11 15 
35% 3J4% 
6-10 
9 20 
15% 24% 
11 or more 
lJ, 14 
TOT~ 26 85 
CELL PERCEl\I TS BASED ON COLUMN SUMS 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC : J.J7J4 WITH 3 DEGR~S OF FREEDOM 
. (NOT SIGNIFIC~~T AT 0.100 LEVEL) 
Does the education .of the parents of the student·s make 
any difference? There was no significant difference between the 
educational attainment of the parents of the ·informants and the 
random students as seen in Table VII and Tabla VIII. 
Informants do not tend, then, to come from n1ore educated 
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parents than the random students. Tnerefore, students joining the 
environmen.tal crisis courses cio not seen1 to. come :f'rom m.ore sti."1lu-
latilig homes than those students who chose· not to take the course. 
!ABLE V_II 
··EDUCATION OF MOTHER 
Inf orma.nt ?.a.ndom 
65% 70% 
High School 
17 41 
35;~ ' - 29;'.b 
College 
.. ~ .. 9 18 
o~ 2% 
Don't Know 
0 1 
-
TOT.AL 26 59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLill>!N SUMS 
_ CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 0 .140 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFIC/u~T AT 0.100 LEVEL) 
High School 
College 
Don't Know 
TAJ3LE VIII 
EDUCATION OF FATHER 
Inf orma.nt 
50% 
13 
50% 
lJ 
0% 
0 
~ 
T'OTAL 26 
Random 
53% 
Ji 
39% 
23 
8% 
5 
59 
CELL PERCEN'l'S BASED ON COI,UM!.~ SUMS 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC ~ 0. 046 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 0~100 LE/EL) 
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At both schools, Reynolds and Al.oh.a, there also was no 
difference between the occupations of the fathers, as the greatest 
percentage were involved in technical work and business (46 perce-nt 
of the informants' fathers as ccmipared to 36 percent of the random 
students' fathers). It could be that there simply were not larg~1 
enough internal differences in the school populations to pick up 
any dif'ferences on educati<?n and occupation,, but il1 more diverse 
schools such differences ~ight become apparent. 
In analyzing the re·~ts of the students' religious preferences 
a significant finding was uncovered: 
TABLE IX 
STUDENTS' RELIGIOUS PREFE:'~NCES 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Other 
No religious 
pref ere nee 
TO TAJ,, 
Informant 
39% 
10 
11% -
3 
1.5% 
4 
35% 
9 
26 
Random 
65;h 
38 
15% 
9 
1.5% 
9 
5% 
3 
59 
CELI,, PERCENTS BASED ON COLU}JN SUHS 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = lJ.4758 WITH 3 DEGREES OF FREEOOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0.010 J..,EVEL) 
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'!he interesting result is in the 'No religious preference' 
category for the informants. This could r;1ean that the informants 
are more free-thinking than the random students. more independent, 
and that this is related to 1nore interest in topics such as the 
environmental crisis. That finding cannot be interpreted from 
this data, but the significant point is that students who indicate 
no religious preference tend to take the env1.rcnmental crisis course. 
In analyzing the background characteristics of the informants 
as compared to the random _students, how do the personal activities 
of the informants compare to the rar1dom students? Outside ex-
periences might be one real difference between ecology-minded 
students, and others who are not. Is there a difference between the 
kinds of outdoor activities in which inf orma.."lt.s engage compared to 
the ra.~dom students? The results are in Table X. 
As Table X suggests, informants and ra.~dom students partici-
pate in similar kinds of outdoor activities. 
If they engage in si.t~ilar activities, do they visit wilder-
ness areas with equal frequency? Wilderness was defined as an 
area that was isolated and primitive. In Oregon examples from 
soma forest and coastal areas were given. The results point to 
the fact that there is a difference in such activity. and they 
are given in Table XI. 
The informa..'lts do go more often to wilderness areas. 'Ihe 
informants may be more appreciative of, and therefore more con-
cerned with, protecting their environt'l.ent as a result of their 
frequent trips to wilderness areas, or it ma.y bo that the sa."'Jle 
TABLE X 
-OUTDOOR LEI.sURE ACTIVITIES 
Outside, away from home 
-activities (h:i.ks, fish-, 
hunt; climb, backpack) 
Athletics 
Outside, around home 
activities (walk~ pla;s.r 
with ani.riitls, yardwork) 
Away f•rortl home activities 
and athletics · 
Other 
TOTAL 
I 
Cfil.,L PERCEHTS 
Inf crma...nt Random 
31% 14% 
8 8 
23% 29% 
6. 17 
31% JL~jb 
.a 
' 
20 
8~ 5/6 
2 3 
8% I 19% J 2 11 ' 
26 59 85 
BASED ON COLUMN SUMS 
CHI:.,SQUARE STATISTIC ~. J.i .• 736 WITrl 4 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFICANT .AT O~lOO LEvEL) 
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TABLE XI 
FRmUEN~! OF TRIPS TO WILDERNESS AREAS 
Informa.nt Random 
69% 42% 
High Frequency 
18 25 
31% ·58% 
Low Frequency 
8 34 
TOTAL 26 59 85 
CELL PERCE~TS BASED ON COLUMN SUNS 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 5e12080 WITtl 1 DillREE OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIFICl~NT AT 0.050 LE\/EL) -
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t.ype of people who go t(' i;.riJ.dr:n .. rH:.~ss are~s B1~~0 Q •• !'e emd.ron~ent~1.\::' 
conscious. · In either case~ they might be more prone to take an 
environmental crisis course. 
The iriformants also c~-nped more than the random students, 
and v-men they did camp they tent ca-rnped more, as compared to tht~ 
random students. who trailer ca.l'Upede ·These firidings point to the. 
:informants as being somewhat different from the random st:u.d.;;:n.ts, 
utilizing more primitive areas in more primitive ways (tenting)~ 
arld therefore, possibly m~re interested in environmental issuese 
There was, however, ~10 significant difference between 
'informants a.'1.d random students in their e:{tent of travels, as 
seen in Table XII. 
.Little travel 
(Oregon, Washington) 
Moderate travel 
(Pacific Northwest, 
-California) 
Much travel 
(USA) 
Not ~pplica.ble 
TOTAL 
EXTENT OF TRAVELS 
In.formant 
12% 
3 
42%i 
11 
19;~ 
5 
27% 
7 
26 
Random 
17% 
10 
54% 
32 
22% 
13 
7:ja 
4 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUKN SUMS 
8.5 
. CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 0.087 WITH 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFICANT) : 
Although the informa.nts more often go to wilderness areas, they 
have not traveled any more extensively than the random students. 
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It is i.~portant for a course on environ.~ental. issues to draw 
on the .experiences of its students, and to provide for differences 
among students when designing_ curriculum< There a.re many sig-
nificant differences bot~een those 'stude~ts who tend to take 
envh~onment.al crisis courses and those students who do not. The 
BJ 
informants come from smalle1-w families and they have less strong 
religious ties. They have more often taken advantage of oppor.tunities 
to go to wilderi1ess areas and they camp more. 
'lbe rar1dom studentsw on the other hand, have many character-
istics that are similar to the informantse Their parents have 
si.'1lilar educational backgrounds, they have li,red in their present 
homes for similar lengths of time, they enjoy most of the s·a.ma kinds 
of outdoor leisure activities, and they have traveled equally as 
much. 
With these similarities and differences in background character-
istics, we turn now to determine whether there are differences in 
their responses to environmcmta.l. problen1s -- how aware and con-
attenrpting to do something about them, and whether these two kinds 
of differences are related. 
THE AWA.fil2~ESS, CONCER:i, AND :.UNOLV&>i:El~T OF ll~FORl1Ai.\lTS AND RANDOi'-1 
STUDEl~TS WITH TriE ENVL"qQ1'1}1ENTAL CRISIS 
'!his section will attempt to detem.ine whether there is a 
difference in the awareness, concern~ and involvement of the in-
formants about. the environ..-r.ental crisis as co!npar,ed to the random 
students. The first part will analyze so~e or the differences in 
the awareness ai1.d concern of the informar1ts about the environmental 
crisis as compared to the random students. 
First, some pert:ir1ent informat.ion about the students will 
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be discussed: their ecologicai sources of information, their 
ma.jor ecol..ogical interests, their ecological. readjngs, and their 
reasons f'or taking, or not taking the environmental crisis course. 
Second, responses will be given to selected, relevant 
questions ·Of the environ,'llental crisis in an a.tterript to determine 
the differences in the awareness and concern of both groups. The 
questions asked are: 
Is there an ecological crisis in the world? 
Is there an ecological crisis in the ?acific Northwest? 
What are ths specific problems that are given to support 
the contention that an ecological crisis does exist? 
What. do you see as the three most :L"nporta.nt ecological 
problems in the world? 
Why is population a problem? 
Does the United States have a population problem? 
How do you rate the environmentai quality of your community? 
Are you optimistic er pessimistic about man's chances of 
sur:ival? 
(.:an the environment.a.t.. problems be solved by tectmology·t 
The use of' a picture to bring cut awareness and concern responses 
is used as a final example to illustrate differences in the aware-
ness and concern of the informa.nts about the environ.'Tlental crisis 
as compared to the random sample. 
T'ne .second part of this section ·will at.tempt to determine 
whether there is a significant difference between both groups in 
their involvement in ecological activities in school and outside of 
school. 
Throughout this section representative comments from botJ:1 
groups o:f students, the informants and the random students, ·will be 
used to illustrate the nature of each group=s responses. 1he 
information is drawn from the :L~terview questions and fr~~ the 
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discussions with the e~ological pictures~ 
~~ss and Concern of' I."1i'orma.'1.ts and Random Students 
Before it can be deterroined~ if there l.s a difference between 
the aw~'lreness and concern of informants compared to a random 
sample of students, it would be worthwhile first to learn whore 
r 
each gx·ou.p receives its ecological information, each group• s 
major ecological L~terests, and the reasons- of each group for 
taking. or not taking the environmental crisis course. These 
-factors could ir1nue11ce ho'W' the students respond to the questions 
on the environmental crisis •. 
V..here do students obta.:tn their inf ormatj.on on the environ-
infoi"'mation fcrt,' the i.r1formant~ as compared· to the random students? 
The sources of ecology information are found in Table XIII. 
The courses, along. with magazines. appe~red to be very 
major sources of basic information for the.informants, whereas 
television and magazines were the most important sources of 
\!!!'bat. were the stu.dants' main ecological. interests? The 
responses to this question,~re important f~r curriculu..~ develop-
ment, for if gathered before the course began, a co~r.se could 
build on these interests •. ·If determined after, the influence 
of the co\n·se could be track~d. The results are in Table Xril. 
SOURCE OF' 
Television 
Radio 
Magazines 
Newspape:es 
Books 
Discussion groups 
Speakers 
Friends 
Other (course, 
class, school) 
Checked many 
responses 
TOTAL · 
TABLE XIII 
ECOLOGY 1NFOID'1ATION 
Informant Random 
a·;i 37%. 
2 22 
o~ 2J; 
0 1 
31% 29% 
8 17 
8% 7% 
2 4 
4/, 2/¢ 
1 l 
O;Z 2% 
0 1 
11% 5% 
3 3 
4% 
.3% 
1 2 
27% 8% 
7 
.5 
8% 5% 
2 J 
26 59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLIB:1N SL1MS 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 12.5145 WITH 9 DEGREES OF FREEDOH 
(NOT SlGNI?'ICAL\IT AT o.~oo LEVEL 
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TABLE Xrl 
MAJOR INTEREST IN filN.IRONMENTAi ISSUES 
Conservation 
Population 
Societal values 
Natural resources 
Air. pollu. tion 
Water pollution 
Others (noise pol-
lution, pollution 
in general, food 
problems, recycling) 
. TOTAL 
• 
12% 
3 
58% 
15 
12% 
3 
··. 
J~,% 
1 
4% 
l 
'12fo 
3 
0% 
0 
26 
'Random 
t ~~~ 
I 7% 
I 4 . 
,· 29% 
17 
. 
. 
0% 
0 
14% 
8 
17% 
10 
; 
.J J.9% 
11 
15% 
9 
.59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON CCLUNN SUMS 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATIS'I1IC = 19.836 WITH 6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNH'ICANT AT 0. 010 LEV~~) 
An interesting f:i.ndin·g from ~his table is the ~ifferen?e in the 
kinds of interests of the informants as com.pared to the random 
students. The greatest ecological interest, of the informants 
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is population. 'Whereas population ~~s much less so for the random 
students. The random students, generally. seem to be more interested 
in pollution problems than the informants4 The category of societal 
values which a number of :L~ormants viewed as their major interest, 
but which received no response fl"Om the ra.'1do;n students, is in-
dicative of a different level of insight into the problems. It 
appears that the topic of population would be worthwhile to begin 
any course, because of the high interest of the many students. 
Another significant difference between the inform.ants and 
the random. students relating to awareness and concern with environ-
mental problems is the - a.Yflount and kind of reading that each group 
of students does. where. students receive their information on 
ecology is very important for curriculum development~ for it is 
often from readings t..loia t students gain knowlc~dge to form opinions. 
If the sources of information are biased ai1d inaccurate, the 
problems in reteaching the student are very difficulto Students 
were asked to name any readings in ecology that had influenced 
them, and tho results are in Table X:V. 
Books th~t were assigned in class, such as Ehrlich's~ 
Pq;oul.at.1-on Bor'ib, ha.d mu.c.h ·effect on the students. Often, in 
discussing the pictures 001• i11 tho interview conversation, the 
students l-fuo had read boo.ks such. as this one, would dlscuss what 
E'hrlich had said about the particular topic under discussion at the 
time. The random sbJ.de.nts who had read this book were equally as 
i'llpressed as the infol'."'".na11ts. CertB.inly, the problems in finding 
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appropriate books and readings for curricuJ.lun for all kinds of 
students :i.s r10 easy task 11 but. books appear to have been :L"lfiuential 
with the students in this study. 
INFLUENTIAL ECOLOGY Rb.""ADTISGS 
I,itt.la or no reading 
Mentions specif:i.c books, 
articles 
Mentions readings in 
· ge11eral 
Otho:c re.:;ponses 
Cannot remember 
TOTAL 
Informant 
8~ 
2 
69~ 
18 
15% 
4 
L1 
1 
1 
26 
Random 
31% 
18 
31% 
18 
22% 
13 
')_"1 
1 
9 
59 
CELL Pfa1CEJns BASED ON COLU1'1N smIB 
85 
au ... SQUARE STATISTIC = lJ.133 WITH 4 DE.DREES OF FREEOOH 
(SIGNIFICANT AT·O.OlO LEN.EL) 
The environ.111ental crisis courses ·were offered i?1 both 
schools. Wby then, did so~e students choose to take the course~ 
lvhile others did not 1 When asked why they signed up for the 
environ111ental crisis course, the ir1fonnants ga.~e the replies :tn 
TABLE XVI 
INFORMANTS' REASONS FOR TAKING COURSE 
Interested in the subject 
of ecology 
'fo learn 1nore about 
-the problems 
.. To learn r11ore, a."ld to do 
things to help 
Credit requirements, 
choice of courses 
available 
Other reasons .... 
No respo11se 
TOTAL 
CELL PERCENTS 
Reynolds 
T/; 
1 
21% 
J 
21% 
3 
21.% 
3 
21fo 
3 
7% 
l 
14-
BASED ON 
Aloha 
~ 
75% 
9 
8% 
l 
8% 
1 
8% 
1 
o~ 
0 
Ofo 
0 
12 
COLUMN SUMS 
26 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 11.457 WITH 4 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT OeOlO LE/FL) 
The reasons_ ~or taking the course vary considerably bet~~en the 
two schools, but if one considered the- first three cells-to in-
90 
dicate concern for the enviror .... 'tl.ent on the part of the students, the 
greatest percentage of informants took the course for such a 
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reason. Both of these co·i.U"~es were elective. '!'he students could 
choose t...~e course in place of ano~'ler socis.1 studies course, and 
st.ill meet the proper requil-e-ments. It appears from th:ts table 
(XVI) that the students who did take the courses were interacted 
in the topic., and would, therefore, be :more motivated to learn. 
Persons developing c-urriculu.ril for such courses should determine 
'Whether the materials they are developing are for elective courses, 
or for a required course that all students in the school have to 
take. Te.aching students who are already interested is quite 
different from reaching those who are not~ 
1-ihen the informants were asked why they became involved in 
ecological activities. their concorn for· tht~ environ.11ent again 
.50 percent of the infor;n.ants at Aloha became involved becailse of 
t.'lteir concern for the envii·onment. They wanted to help or they 
.felt that someone needed to do ::;omething. 
So~eone' s got to dci something about :t t -· the more 
people doing it, the more people seeing what you•rs 
doing. the more people involved,. 
I ·wanted to do somethil1g as the problems ~ere 
getti.llg worse. I wanted to do so:r:.ot.hing to help it 
a little. 
'lhese responses fl-om informa.nts are certainly d:tfferent ln :nature 
f'rom the randc.rJ. st11dent who d:i.d not take the environ.mental c1•isis 
COUl'Se because ha was 11not interested in the c!:iurse., 11 The responses 
of the random students for. not ta.ki."'lg the envi?.-orunental crisis 
course are fow1d Ll'l Table X\rII. 
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, TABLE XVII 
REASONS FOR Rli.NDJM STUDENTS NOT TAKil;G THE ECOLOGY COURSE 
~nted to take another qoi.u:-se ---------~------------------------ 20% 
Course didn't sound interesting; did.n~t want lt ---------------- 15% 
Had to meet other requi_rements; scheduling problems ------------ 10% 
' t . t b t 7:t Didn t undcrstrui.d wha l. ~ was a o·u. ___ ... , __ ... _____________ .,.,._______ f" 
Heard things about the course (too much work) ------------------ 10% 
Could learn about ecology from other so"l1rces than course ------- 2/, 
Other reasons ---------------------·---------------------~------ 14% 
Not applicable ____ ..,,. _____ .,.. _________________ :'" ___________________ 225,h 
It is evident from the above that a large percentage of the random 
students just did not want. to take the environrnental crisis course., 
all students, 'Whether interested il1 environmental issues or not, 
ecology will have to be integrated into the required courses of the 
school. 
Selected questions will now be ana1yzcd i11 an attempt to 
determine differences befa.:een the informants and the random 
students ir1 their H.wareness and concern with t.he environmcmtal crisiso 
Do the informants and random students , see an E.H!ologica.l crisis 
in the world, and in the Pacific Northwest1 Both groups 9 the in-
formants and the random studen.ts, see an ecological c_risis in not 
only the _worlds but also in the Pacific North~iStr as incicated in 
Table XV'III ~and Table XVIX. While the differences are not sta-, 
tistically significant, in terms of percentages. some leanings are 
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apparentc More informants see an ecological Cl'isis in the world 
tmd ix1 the Pa.cific Northwest than do rando-rn students; randoms tend 
to see the crisis point as more distant. 
TABLE XVIII 
IS TtlERE A.'J ECOLOGICAL. CRISIS 1N THE WORLD? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
N()-f:. yst, w!ll =·~ 
if keeps going 
TOTAL· 
• 
Inf crma11t. 
84% 
22 
4% 
1 
4% 
1 
q,-1 
2 
26_ 
Random 
63% 
37 
5% 
3 
7% 
4 
, . ')C:'/ 
15 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED· ON COLtT.HN SUMS 
~ 
I 
85 
CHI ... SQUARE STAT~STIC = lf .1}073 WITH J. DEDREES OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFICAlJT AT 0.100 LE·lEL) 
TABLE ~n.· 
IS THERE AN ECOLr..iGICIJ" CRISIS IN THE PACIFIC NORTifWEST? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
Not yet, not as 
serious as othe1" 
places 
TOT,\L 
Infor1nant 
~% 
12 
15% 
4 
8% 
2 
31% 
8 
26 
Random 
21+% 
' 14 
14% 
8 
9% 
.5 
54% 
32 
59 85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 5.13.51 WIT~ J DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 0.100 LEVEL) 
There are soma implications for curriculurn here. Regard-
less as to whether it was ·the course t.liat made a difference 11 or 
~nether the students who took the course were concerned in the 
first place, the signifies.nee is that afte1 .. the course, the in-
formants do see more of a crisis than the random students. The 
coinbination of a curriculum and an elective course can teach 
that an environ..111ental cr1s:ls does exist, .not only in the world, 
but also in· the Pacific Northwest. 
Not only do both groups of students sea a.."l environmental 
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crisis eXisting, as indicated ln. Tables XVIII and XVIX but they 
also th:ink tha.t man's survival on earth is endangered. 58 percent 
of the informants and 54 per9ent of the random students responded 
that yes, man's survival is endangered. When asked to mention 
specific problems, or rea.~oris· why such a crisis existed in the 
,. 
world and in the Pacific Northwest, differences began to appear 
between the informants .and the random students. 77 percent of the 
info1'ma.nts a.nd 49 percent of the random students mentioned a specific 
problem to support their contention that an ecological crisis 
existed. in the worl<;i. Wna t the students s~w as ma.jar problems 
are found in Table XX. 
It is interesting to note that ·changing people's attitudes 
and awareness and increasing education ranked the highest for the 
inf orm.a."1 ts. For exan1pl e: 
People don't understand that thei1 re' really ruining their 
environment. 
We need more crises. If we had a really good cr1s1s, it 
would make peo~)le stop and think. T:"1at 1 s "What it's going 
to take to make people aware about what's going on, to 
think a little bit. 
The random students mentionert the problems of population 
and pollution most frequently ·when asked ·what they saw as c3using 
an ecological crisis in the world. F'or example: 
0-..r:erpopula.tion and. air pollution -- those two will 
become the most serious. 
By 1980 ~e' 11 have to we.~r gas masks 1f we don't do 
sor.iat.hin.g about the air. I think we better do somethint; 
before we have to wear gas masks. 
no air with air 
have weak people, 
you'll ru.i.1. all 
If something isn~t donet you'll have 
pollution. With air pollution, you '11 
dying people., And cm down the line --
the natural beauty that they ever hada 
ulation nobody will have enough food and 
breathing in dirty air and it'll cnuse a 
It'll really rui."1 everything if it keeps 
TABLE XX 
With overpop-
they1ll be 
lot of disease. 
going.. 
SPECIF'IC PROBLEHS·HENTIONED ON WHY AN ECOLOGICAL CRISIS 
EXISTS IN 'rHE_WORLD 
Population, population 
and pollution 
Pollution in general 
A....,,7areness ~ educatioriA 
at ti tu.C.c>:> 
Scarcity (resourcessi 
space, food) 
Ot.h.er problems (air 
pollution, water 
pollution) 
Not applicable 
--··-----~· 
TOTAL 
j 
In.formant 
19%· 
5 
12% 
3 
2?% 
7 
15% 
4 
15% 
-~ 4 
\ 
12% 
3 ,,_ 
26 
Random 
22% 
13 
15% 
9 
14% 
.. 
8 
:r1 fJ 
2 
17fo 
10 
29% 
17 
59 
(NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 0 .100 ~SJEL) 
85 
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In responding more specific.ally to tho issue of whether an 
ecological crisis existed in the Pacific Northwest, .38 percent of 
the informants and 42 pe:r.cen.t of tho random students mentioned soma 
kinti of pollution (air pollution, water pollutione or land pol-
lution) to support their viewpoint. As might be _expected from 
the more local focus, the responses to th1.s question included more 
personal observations and m.tJre specific refer~nts. For example, 
informants responded: 
Now wa have to reserve ca.."Ti.psites. It isn't a.s crowded 
as Boston, but as great outdoors land, it loses with more 
people. It loses more ~nd more wilderness. We had so 
much water, but if you pollute it, itrs gone, you can see 
it, it's not good for anythi..~g. 
Right now we 1 re not as bad as California. We' 11 start to 
get ther-e because everyone is moving out here because of 
the problems elsewhere. 
It1 s not as bad as other places, but little by little 
it's getting worse, like our air pollution wasn't bad 
a few years ago and now it's getting ·Korse. 7<'ie 1re 
seeing more litter, and our streams are getting more 
polluted little by little. 
Not any serious problems there, except for water 
pollution -- the Will.?-... n:ette shouldn't be like that.. 
I don't think ours is as ba.d as every·one elsa' s. 
We're pretty 11lcky. 'd'e're not overpopulated really. 
Cur rive?"s are getting dirtier, like tho Columbia. Our 
air is getting dirtier •'2- you notice it when you' re in 
Portland. We' re not a.s bad off. I don't thj.nk we have 
a crisis yet, but when we have a crisi~, I think other 
places will be really -bad off, like Los Aneeles. 
In general, as the questions focused on the more local 
area, the responses of the random and ini'ormant students tended 
to become more alike, al though basically more inf o:rmants than 
random students thought the crisis was ~ rather than coming 
TABLE XXI 
THREE MOST INPORTAUT ECOLOGICAL _PROBLBliS Il~ THE WORLD 
Population, air pollution, 
water pollution 
Population, scarcity, 
pollution 
Pollution only 
Pollution and other 
l"e spon_ se s 
Population, crux of the 
other problem.s 
Other responses 
TOTPJ., 
Informant 
35~ 
9 
12% 
3 
0% 
0 
19% 
5 
15% 
4 
26 
~and om 
---
31% 
18 
5%> 
3 
37% 
22 
9% 
5 
3% 
? 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUMN SUMS 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 16.Jll WITH 5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNilfICANT AT 0.010 LEVEl..) 
Tlris table indicates that the informants were much more 
interested :in the problfHns of population9 while the random 
99 
students were more interested in the problems of pollution. Since 
the random students receiv-e most of their information from tele-
vision, it m:ight be assumed that the probl~ms of pollution a.re 
'· .~ .. 
100 
.more stressed in the media than are the problems of population. 
But this is an assumption& 
Along the same lines there was a signi~ica.nt difference 
between the random students and the informants in their response 
to the question, why is pop·~lation a problem; as seen in Table XXII. 
TABLE XXII . 
W"rlY IS POPULATION A PROBLEM? 
Social problems 
Crux of all other 
problems 
Not a problem 
(something else is) 
Other problems 
--------~ 
Not applicable 
TOTAL 
Inf orma.nt 
8% 
2 
54% 
14 
)ip 
8 
8% 
2 
0% 
0 
0% -
0 
26 
&mdom 
12% 
7 
20% 
.. 12 
jf?J 
22 
5% 
J 
15% 
9 
10%. 
6 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUMN SUHS 
.85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC ::: 10.688 WITH I~. DE.DREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIFICANT Al, 0.050 LEvl!~) 
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As can 1:..t) ser~!'l f°:;"'om Table XXII, the greatest percentage of in-
formants see population as the crux of the other envu~onmenta.l 
probhnns, and so stated with vivid finality. HQverpopulation is 
the sV~m \:;[ all the environmental problems ..,._ in particular, 
pollu.tion, depletio!i of natl.tra.l resources," stated one informant., 
0 We live on Spaceship Earth and there's only so much material, nnd 
when you have an overabu.--idance of people u,:.d.i."'lg those limited materials, 
some things a.re bound to give -- shortage of food, famine, disease~:i 
Another informant cor.m1ented succincUy: "JUl ecological problarns 
result from us. The more of us, the more the strain on our environ-
ment." 
'fhe random students, on the other hand, saw problems of 
scarcity, or crow~ing, or limited space as separate problems, not 
connected to population as a causal factor, 11or interrelated: 
"There's not enough room for people to live." 
After the students had mentioned reasons why population was a 
problem, they were t..l-ien asked ;_f they thought the United States had 
a population p~obl~~~ ___ Th.e results are similar in kind to the differ-
ence in responses between an ecological crisis in the world versus 
one in the Pacific Northwest. '!he data citn be found in Table XXIII. 
The informants decidedly see the United ~tates having more of 
a population problem than do the random students. Again, it is 
difficult to determine whether this is an effect of the courses or 
not, although the weight of evidence would suggest it is. For the 
random students the problem is awoy fr.om them, in certain areas 
"like New York C:i.ty o 11 For the :i.nfoma:nts :i.t is not. For the random. 
students the problems of the environment :Ln New York City are 
·isolated £rom persons living in Oregon. 
TABLE XXIII 
DOES THE UNITED STATES HAVE A POPULATION PROBLEM? 
J.n certain areas 
Yes, definitely all over 
~t will have one if 
trend continues 
.Not as bad. as other 
countries 
Other reasons 
Not applicable 
TOTAL· 
• 
8% 
2 
.50fb 
13 
o:;h 
0 
8% 
2 
.. 
4% 
1 
31% 
8 
26 
F.andom 
29% 
17 
19% 
I 
11 
17% 
10 
17% 
.. 
10 
5% 
3 
11.i-% 
8 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUMN Sill1S 
"• 
>,', • 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 16.286 WI'fii 4 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0.010 :LEVEL) 
One implication for curriculum development is to teach 
students concepts such as "web of life,tt "interdependencc.u and 
"balance of' nature. 11 Such an awareness of man's interdependence 
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is the crucial difference between the informan,ts and the random . 
students. There is less of a world crisis, a...l'ld less of a loc~tl 
ecological crisis than seen by the informan.ts. 
To further this analys:i.st how do the students, informants in 
contrast to the random, rate the quality of the environment of the 
com:muni ty in. which they live? It is not known whether the difference 
. in the responses of the two· groups WclS due to the fact that the in-
formants had just finished tho environ.~antal crisis course. However: 
TABLE XXIV 
ENVIRONME~~TAJ" RA.'rING OF C0!111'1UNITY 
In.formant Random 
9% 1 
t; i 
Excellent i- 4;i 
i 1 
.... -1.. 
_,, 
Good 39% 59% 
10 35 
Fair 39% .31% 
10 18 
15fa 2fa 
4 l 
Not sure 4% 0% 
4 Q. 
TOTAL 26 59 85 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON CO.LUHN SU}IS 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 8.226 WI'fii 3 DEG?..EES CF F"REEDOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0.050 LEVEL) 
For whatever reasons it appears U1at a.ftor t.he courses were over, 
the informants held a poorer impression of their communities than 
did the random students. The environ.mental. crisi.s courses, in 
discussing the environmental problems tha.t exist, ·could very 
easily have made the inf o:rmants more aware of such problems in 
their own neighborhoods. ·The random students would not have had 
the benefit of the course. 
There are some problems that could be created for curriculum 
as a result of these findings. Do emrirori..mental crisis courses turn 
out disenchanted students? If so, the possibilities of upsetting 
parents and the community are substantial. On the other hand, the 
environmental crisis courses may appeal more to mal-contents. At 
any rate a C<.>urse would have to be ca.ref'1lJ not. simply to df)strl°"y a 
student's impression of where he lives. If it presents environ-
mental problems, it should also give cor1structive things that the 
student n1ight do to help i..inprove his neighborhood. 
Perhaps the difference between the informants and the random 
students is the_difference between awareness and concerne lhe 
random students, for the 211ost, part, are as aware of the problems 
as the informants, but as can be seen in Table ll'V, they do not 
view the problems as critical as the infol"'mants. do. 
The informants see the crisis as contemporary and hold 
fewer hopes that man will be able to reve);'se the trends and solve 
his environ."llental problems. The r·andom students belie·w-e that the 
problems are not yet as critical, and that solutions can be found 
,· 
to the p1"oblems in tii"rle to prevent any danger to man 1 s survival~ 
TABLE XYJ/ 
OPTIMISM VERSUS PESSJ1'1ISM OF l-iftJ~~S CHANCES OF SUHVIVAL 
Optimistic 
Pessimistic 
If trend continuest 
pessimistic; lf 
not, optimistic 
Don't_ know 
TOTAL 
i 
Informant 
35% 
9 
50% 
lJ 
8% 
2 
4% 
l 
. 4% 
1 
26 
Random 
46% 
27 
22% 
13 
10% 
6 
. 94 ,~ 
5 
ll+;~ 
8 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUHN SUNS 
I 
' 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 5$ 404 WITH 3 DID3-PJ!;ES OF F)IBEOOM 
----- . 
---- (NOT SIGNIFICANT AT OelOO LEV'EL) 
Certainly., a course on the emrironmental crisis would not 
want rnerely to destroy positive outle>oks of students concerning 
man's survival. Et1t a naive view would have _to be made more 
complex. To do this, a course would have to present to the 
10.5 
student opposing viewpoints on the various p~roblems, and deal with 
unexamined beliefs, as the feelings held by many that science and 
10'7 
Students who have not takcm the envir.-ori..rr.ental crisis course tend 
more to believe that solutions will be found to the environmental 
problems, but the informants see the situatio11 differently to some 
extent. vihether it is the course that made the difference cannot 
be determined here. N~ither is it clear l>.11ether this view is 
merely a negative outlook; or whether it is a balanced and complex 
judgment. 
Picture 15, showing sand buggies on the dunes, illustrates 
·well a final example of the difference :i.n concern for the environ ...... 
ment between the informants and the random students. When asked 
if they saw any ecological problems in the picture, the students 
gave the responses in Ta?le XXVII. 
This picture puzzled many random students, since. if no 
problems were apparent to them in the pictu.:re, 3.t least from 
outward appe~\.rance, they had difficulty in interpreting it. It 
was ranked la.st by the random students 29 percent of the time. 
Most of the com.iients for this picture were similar to the following, 
from a. random student: 0 That' s fun, it really is. rt·• s something 
to do, entertainment. We have one and we often visit the dunes.'' 
On~ problem for curri.culum development resulting from the 
previous discussion is how to discuss changing life styles with 
students. Technology and affluence have made such items as dune 
buggies and snowmobiles available to many people, but if the 
environment is to be protected, roan may have to do without, or 
at least limit such luxuries" Attempting to bring about a change 
108 
in attitudes of today's youth toward life_ styles 'Will be no easy 
task for those interested in developing curriculum on environmental 
isslles. 
TABLE XXVII 
ECOLOGICAL PROBLEHS IN PICTURE 15? 
No problems 
Disturbing the land, 
tearing it up 
Not hurting the land 
because it's desert 
Noise pollution, the need 
fo~ quio~ :tr-eas 
.M.r pollution 
Other reasons 
---·--------~ 
Not applicable 
i 
Informant 
0% 
0 
19% 
5 
23% 
6' 
"' 
23% 
6 
8% 
2 
23% 
6 
4% 
l 
; 26 
·Random 
31% 
18 
12% 
? 
9% 
5 
12% 
7 
12;Z 
7 
20% -
12 
5% 
3 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON co1m~ SUMS 
~ 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC ·= lJ. 373 WIT.d 5 DEGREES OF FREEDOH 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0@050 LEVEL) 
Ecological Involvement O~ Informants And R3.l~dom Students 
Both groups of students are aware than an ecological crisis 
exists not only in the world, but to some extent in the Pacific 
Northwest. The students are aware enough to be concerned that 
man's survival is endangered. The question then becomes, if they 
see an ecolog:ical crisis exist:Lng, how involved have they been in 
trying to do something about the problems? This section will 
analyze the ecological involvement of the informants and the 
rando~ students il1 school and outside of school, as.well as each 
student's Willingness to be i!wolved in changing his life style. 
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Both the informants and the random students were asked about 
their involvement in ecoloe;ical activities in school, and they 
r·esponded ir1 th,;: manner indicated ir1 T:fr1le ;.X..J LJJ.'!' Eal"'t.h uay s 
1970, was a large affair for many schools. Consequently, many 
of the ra.~do~ students ~rere involved in it -~ attending lectures, 
walking to school, or picking up littero 
It is interesting to note that no random students were 
involved in perso!'lal long-term or short-term activities. Many of 
the informants were involved in activities that steutmed from their 
environmental. crisis course o The big difference bet1-."een the 
random students and the informants is in the last cell. 48 
percent of the random students were not involved at all. 
The differenca in the involvement of j.nformants outside 
of school as coMpared to random students was even more significant 
than in school. This information is found in Table XXIX. 
TABLE XXVIII 
ECOLOGICAL INVOLVEM11JT ~ SCHOOL 
&l.rth Day activities 
School organizations 
(student council, 
ecology club) 
Long-term involvement 
Short-term involvement · 
Course ii~volvement 
No involvement 
. Informant 
2~4 .,,.,,
6 
8% 
2 
15% 
4 
12% 
i J 
27~ 
7 
15% 
4 
26 
Random 
41% 
24 
7% 
4 
o·% 
0 
-0% 
0 
5% 
3 
481' 
28 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLW.:N SUMS 
8.5 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 29. 7371 wrm 5 DELREES OF Ic"'R.EEOOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT 0.001 LEVEL) 
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TABLE .XXIX 
ECOLOGICAL IlNOLVEHENT OUTSIDE; OF SCHOOL 
Individual activities • 
very :L"'lV'olved and tries 
to c_onvince others to be 
Individual. activities -
very involved 
,Individual activities -
partially :involved and 
tries .to convince others 
to be 
Individual.activities -
partially involved 
Little or no involvement 
TOTAL. 
Informant 
19% 
5 
8% 
2 
39% 
10 
23% 
6 
12% 
3 
26 
R:-indom 
0% 
0 
Oj, 
0 
lO;b 
6 
25% 
15 
6ll-fb 
38 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUHN SOHS 
85 
CHI-SQUA.ltE STATISTIC = )4.0.567 WIT.cl l.J. DEGP.EES OF FREEDOM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT O~OOl LEVEL) 
To not only present the knowledge for students, but also 
to present means by which students can become actively involved 
in doing meaningful activities for the good of the envjror.ment 
is a difficult task. Since the school i~.f the source of much 
involvement, one problem a course should consi~er is how to get 
the school tied up with the corrifllunit.y organizations that are 
involved in srr..r:i.ronmenttl issues. At the very least. a course 
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should present il1form.ation to the students that such organizations 
do indeed exist. E\ren more important, a course could teach 
students how to do things on a personal ler1el -- recycling, 
conserving materials and resources, writL'*lg letters to the 
legislatu.rs. 
Students were also asked how they would change their life 
style i.f it meant having a better environment.. There was a 
significant difference in how the informants and random students 
responded to this question, particularly whether they responded 
spontaneously or 'Whether they had to bo prodded, to be given 
a suggestion before they cou.ld respond. The results are found 
in Table XXX. 
E-~en though the random students had to be prodded more, 
as indicated in Table XXX, there were no sienifica.nt differences 
in the content of their responses in contrast to t.l-ie i."lformants. 
89 percent of the informants and 75 percent of the random. students 
a.greed that they would li.mit their families to twoo 62 percent 
of the i.."'lf ormants and 66 percent of the random. students supported 
mass transito In recycling they were also similar, 50 percent 
Of the informants and 54 percent of the rl''1'ldOnt students ·willing 
to recyc1e. Limiting their fa.~i:lies in size, supporting mass 
transit. and l"ecycling are some of the '\·rays that the students 
would be willing to be involved in changing theil:~ life style. 
Curriculum i.s one way of presenting information to the 
students about vmy and how they might change their life style to 
create a better qu.tl.i ty f..:mvironro.ent~ 
TABLE X.XX 
WILLINGNESS TO BE .lliVOLVED IN LIFE SlYLE CHANGES 
Mostly spontaneous 
responses 
Mostly prodded responses; 
no suggest ions made on 
own 
TOTAL 
Informant 
77%> 
20 
23% 
. 6 
26 
Random 
-
375fa 
22 
63·;~ 
37 
59 
CELL PERCENTS BASED ON COLUl-ill SUMS 
.· 
85 
CHI-SQUARE STATISTIC = 11.3418 WITH 1. DEGREE Olt"' FREEIYJM 
(SIGNIFICANT AT OeOOl LEVEL) 
Summary: Tb.e Awa.reness 1 Ccm,.? .. e_r,n,_And Involvement of Informants 
And Ra."'ldor:i Students With Tt1e t:~nrironmental Crisis 
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There is a difference in the awareness, concern, and involve-
ment of the informants as compared to the random students. Although 
both groups see an ecological crisis in the world, in .the Pacific 
North~est, and are concerned about man's survival on earth, they 
differ in the reasons they give and the problems they see~ In-
f'·ormants are more concerned wi.th the problenrn of population• seeing 
popu.lation as t.he crux of most of the ·other enviro:nmental p1·oblemse 
Although the random students also consider -population to be a major 
problem, they tended .:in mqre of the questions to be rnore concerned 
with the problems of pollution (air. water, land.) e 
Information from. the ecological pictu,res gives support to 
ll4 
the data found in the intervi.ews. Although these are two different 
kinds of interview procedurss, the results from the data are 
similar, confirming the interview data. For exa.vnple, the in-
formants ranked the picture of population first, whereas the 
random students ranked the picture of air pollution first most 
of the time. ~~ere the informants saw population as the crux 
of the other environmental p~oblems, random students thought in 
terms of not enough roomp or not enough land, or not enough food. 
The informants more strongly doubted that technology could 
solve our environmental problems than did the random students. 
Informants tended to be more pessimistic about the chances that 
man could solve his prob;i_ems in time to save himself. 
Informants appeared to show concern for the environment 
even before taking the course. They took the environi.'nental crisis 
course because they were interested in ecology, or because they 
were concerned about the environ.~ent and wanted to do something 
to helpc On the other hru1d, the reasons of the random students 
for not taking the environmental crisis course were of a different 
nature -- wanted to take another course, the course didn't sound 
interesti..~g, had scheduling problems, heard things about the 
course (too much work). 
The infor.ne.nts were much more actively L·wolved in ecological 
activities, both j..nside school and also out i.~ the .community and jn 
their 01m homes. There were significantly fewer informants who 
were not involved at all than there ware r-andom students. It 
. appears that much of the involvement of infor~ants reSt1l ted 
fron1 theil'" t.ak:ing the envirorl;-nent.al Cl"is:l.s 9ou.rses, Which is 
certainly one strong reason_ for having such courses. If nothing 
else, the course exposes the students to :Lvifo:t·mation, knowledge 
and action., that the students can use if they wish. 
If it is believed th~t a.~ environmental crisis does exist 0 
then the data on the awareiless, concernw and t"vivolvement of the 
informants as compared to the random students (as a beginning 
attempt)~ does support the contention that such envirori..mental 
crisis courses are vf!:17 useful, and very needed. 'Ihe task, 
therefore 0 for developei-·s of curriculum is ·great. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY~ CONCLUSIONS. AND REC01:1i1ENDATIONS 
Su.'l!!llary imd Conclusions 
This study was conducted with an admitted bias that an 
enviro:nmental crisis does exist in t.."1.e world, indicated by the 
increas.ing nwnbers of persons inhabiting the world, the deterio-
rating quality of our air and water, and the :increasingly rapid 
depletion of our natural resources. 
T'ne role of sociologists in helping to identify a.l'ld define, 
let alone resolve the en-Viromnental crisis, has been minimal. 
ment have come from scholars in other fields of endeavor. Yet 
collect:ing frightening statistics is no substitute for analytic 
models and solidly based policy rec~'mllendations. There is great 
need for soqiologists, and hl.unan ecologists in particula.r, to 
develop ecological theory which could organize empirical data 
and initiate empirical studies to determi..~e the ey..istence of 
ecological imbalances in the world and suggest the nature and 
magnitude of corrective action. 
Many suggestions have been made to help resolve the environ-
mental crisis: population control, politfo~ act.ion, economic 
action, education, and many others. It l.S education -· .. par-
ticularly high school curriculum -- that is the focus of this 
empi1•ical study. This study focused on the awareness, concern, 
and involvement of high school students, some of whom were taking 
newly organized ecology courses, some of whom were not. 
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Two different kinds of methodology were used, both of which 
proved effective. llie two groups of stude21ts who -w-ere interviewed 
at two different schools with environmental crisis courses were: 
1) informants -- those students who had taken an environ."Tlental 
crisis course, and who were recommended by their teachers a.s being 
aware, concerned, nnd involved; and 2) a random srur.ple of juniors 
who had not taken the course. 
Comparisons of these· two groups of students provide an 
attitudes toward the emrircnmental crisis, between those who were 
aware, concerne.d, and involved, and those who ·were not. If 
environmental crisis courses are going to be elective, and most 
of them will have to be, it is i.~portant to know the kind of 
student i.fuo chooses to take the course. Perhaps these are tho 
students whose attitudes do not need changing in the first place. 
Al.sos- since informants from two different environmental crisis 
courses were interviewed, the methodology allowed sL"llilarities 
and diffe~ences between the attitudes of i..~formants to be viewed. 
This provided a sense of the relative influence of the two courses. 
The data showed that there were so~e differences between the 
:informants and tho random students in their background charac-
l.18 
teristics, and in their awareness, conceri1. and involvement with 
ecological activities. I11forrnants crone from smaller families, 
they were less religiously oriented, they spent more til'!'le in 
wilderness areas, and they camped more. They were similar to the 
random students in that their parents have similar educational 
backgrounds and occupations, and they have traveled as extensively 
as the random sa~ple. 
Al though the informants and the rando:n students saw an 
ecological crisis in the world, in the Pacific Northwest, and were 
concerned about :man's survival on earthr they dif'f ered in the 
reasons they gave and the problems they saw. '.I'he informants 
were much more concerned· about the problems of population, seeing 
random students viewed t.l-ie problems of pollution as the· more 
s·erious. The informants tended to be more pessimistic about 
the outlook ·ror man, feeling that man's chances of survival are 
1imited. 'The informants were also more actively involved in 
ecological activities in school, and outside of school. Huch of 
this L'lVolYe!nent stemmed from the courses. 
Th.e erN:Lron..":lental crisis courses in the two different schools 
did influence the informants' responses to some extent. Nuch of 
the informants' ir~crmation about the envirom11ental crisis came 
.from the courses, as did incentives for ecological involvement in 
activi.ties and organizaticnse The Aloha i."lform.ants were 1nore 
concerned with population pr.oblems, the focus of that course, 
v.."hereas the Reynolds inform.:mts felt that e.wareness, attitudes, 
and education needed to be changed, more the emphasis of the 
Reynolds course. 
There were some shortcomings in this stu.dy. The data were 
collected at the end of the school year, when the courses were 
practically over. It was therefore difficult to deterrnine ca.use 
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ai1d effect in sor.ie instances. For example, was it the more aware, 
concerned, and involved students who tended to tak~ the environmental 
erisis course, or did the course bring about more awareness, concern, 
or involvement? 
While inter-view questions which could give more direction for 
curriculum development are difficult to design, the conclusions 
which could be drawn about curriculum frorn this study were li.-rnited. 
Although the use of the pictures, ea.ch one representing something 
important ecologically, p:roved to be a ver·y successful technique, 
gaining the attention and interest of the students, some of the 
pictures used tended to be too difficult for the students to 
interpret, requiring too high a level of analysis. Those pictures 
that could be interpreted easily, as the pictures representing 
overpop~ation, t.?.ir and water pollution, and litter, yielded good 
data and supported the findings from the questions asked during the 
Another shortcoming is the small size of the sample of students. 
However, if one wanted to u.se both j.nformants and a random selection 
of students in a study, the size of the 5nformant group, by its 
nature, would always be relatively small. If environmental 
crisis courses become more popular (which they undoubtedly will), 
ar1d if one interviewed informants from a mun.bar of schools, then 
the size of this group would be much enlarged. A larger group 
would allow more analyses to be undertaken" In this study the 
chi-square statistic was used, but further sub-analyses were 
difficult because of the small number. 
RecomJGendations 
The data gathered in this study might prove useful in two 
areas: indicating directions for new ecological theory, and 
guiding ecology C"i.lrriculum development. The study was designed 
Pl"imar:i.ly to achieve the latter. F'or educators and persons 
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recomlll.endations from this study are: llivironmental crisis courses 
definitely serve as a source of information for students, and they 
create in the students a concern and involvement with ecological 
activ:i:li;c!s that is not shared by the students who do not take the 
course. Courses of the nature of those in this study, then, 
should be developed and incorporated into schools wherever there 
is a desire to deal with ecological matterse 
Outside speakers representing various points of view appeared 
to be a. very successful instructional technique. They influenced 
both the proble~s which the students saw as .most serious and the 
amount of direct involvement in ecological activities. Students 
often became involved in the groups associated with the speakers. 
This appeared to be the key impetus to dl:rect j,nvolvement by the 
students. 
Havin5 students do research projects of their own choosing 
seemed to wo:r:k well, particularly when those projects involved. 
action on the part of the student. They appear to give the 
student a chance to put to use the knowledge that he has learned 
in the course.. wbile the teache1"s felt such projects should be 
under the gu:idance and supervision of the teacher, the length of 
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these projects should be detel"mined by the teacher and the student 
together. Some students fare better with more short-range projects, 
rather than one long one. Emphasis on the interdependence cd' m:-m 
ena.blos the students to see the interrelated nature of the ecologic;1l 
If students locate specific environmental problems in their 
ov.n community, and than take . some kind of nction to remedy the 
problemf it ~.ppears to help in making the problem more significant 
to hi!r1., An ±nterdisciplinary approach also seemed to work best • 
. 
GivL"1g the students an opportunity to test out hypotheses that 
are presented also was effective. For example, the science lab 
was used· in cne instance for the student to determine for himself 
whether phos~hates in soap were harmful to water or not. It 
appeared that .. all of the tra.di tional subjects taught in high 
schools today could become more relevant if a current, important 
topic, such as the envirori.Jnental crisis, were incorporated into 
them in so~e similar manner. 
massive for any one person to begin to tackle. New ecological 
theory would allow people to bet tor cope w:l.th ~l-iese environmental 
problems. 
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The social organization of mankind iJ1 the; future undoubtedly 
will be very much affected by the environmental problems that 
exist, @~~d sociologists will be much amiss if they do not begin 
to tackle the problems of ecological theor-.f and research now. 
Further studies need to be conducted. Since the two schools 
in this study were in suburban areas, it would be interesting to 
conduct a study in an urbal'l setting. Interviews before and after 
the course would also prove beneficial. And informants need not 
come only from environmept-al crisis courses~ but from ecological 
clubs or orga.nizations as well. 
For the most part this study developed a methodology which 
effectively generated a great deal of L~forr.iation from students 
about their awareness, concern, and involvement in ecology. The 
problem that needs the most thought an.d analysis is how to determine 
exactly what kind of data gathered from students would prove most 
useful and meaningful for developing curricul'\.u"Tl on the envirorJ11ental 
crisis •. Very few of the curriculu.~ develop~ent projects i.~ the 
country, regardless of size and funding, have started with clear 
knowledge of what the student would bri..~g to the course, regardless 
of the acknowledged i.'!lpOl'"tance of the inf orma ti on. TI1is study 
suffered from the comn1on lack of clear knowledge about how to 
relate student data to curriculu~ de\relopment tasks. 
This study has been a beginning, an 0.}..l)loratory p1~oject, 
but hopefully it will create an interest in· educators and 
sociologists to do further research into how to change the degree 
of a.wareness, concern, and involvement of persons with the environ-
mental crisis. There are _many problems to be surmolmted ir1 this 
research. but more iniportantly, the problems of the environment 
need to be surmounted if man is to survive •. 
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APPENDIX A 
STUDENT BACKGROLmD INFOfuV~TION SHEET 
Name 
--------------------~--------------_.,;---
Telephone ·Number 
-----
Address......,__,, ____________________________ ~-------..,,_------..,_----__,----------
Age at last birthday ______ __ Nu.mber of children in your family __ 
Name of High School 
--~~---------.,----------·------------
Year in High School Junior; 
----Senior 
How long has your family lived, in your present home 1 
How would you environ.'rflentally ,rate the commaYlity you ·live in? 
--·_Excellent; Gooa; Fair; ~P<:>or; Not su.re 
· Ln.dl.!!~t.~" th~ type of C?'(Y!lj!U.11:'.i. ty :in Wh5.ch yr,\1 J.ive ~ 
Urbax1; Suburbar1; Rural; Other 
---
What does your fathe1~ do for .a living1 
indust17 (place of work) 
(position) 
Does your mother work? rr so, what does she do? 
------
What i.s the last year of e.ducation £.O!nEl~~d by each of your parents? 
F~ther: grade , school 
---------- high school 
college 
Hother: 
----
grade school 
high school 
college 
graduate school 
-------- graduate 
school 
~mat is you.r religj.ous pr~ference 1 
Protestant , ___ _ 
Catholic 
----Jewish 
Other ------~-------
\tJha t is the :religious p:ceference 
of y-0ur paren~s7 
__ ___ Protestant 
____ _.... __ Catholic 
----Jewish 0ther , ______ _ 
Hhat is your polltieal p:t~f erence 1 
Republican 
-~- Democrat 
----
_..._______ Other --------------
1J1 
Where do you receive most of your in.formation on ecological problems? 
___ television --· - magazine articles ___ discussion groups 
_____ fiL~s ______ newspaper articles speakers 
_____ radio·· books friends 
__ ;_. _government a.gEmcios other _____ _ 
Do you believe that most of the students in your school are 
concerned about ecology1 
____ .yes; 
- no· 
.. -·~ t ...._ ___ uncertain 
T'ne ecology crisis can be solved by the applic:;ation of technology. 
___ strongly ag.ree; agree; . uncertain; disagree; 
.._ ___ strongly disagree 
. \\1hat is your major int.8rest in enviro~~ental. issues, or ecology? 
recycling conservation natural resources 
---nopulation 
---societal values 
---and priorities 
---
___ air pollution 
_____ water pollution 
noise pollution 
--- , .. 
---urban problems 
---
_____ food problems 
ecological 
---
> systems 
___ other., _____ _ 
APPENDIX B 
INTEif'JIEW GUIDE 
lo What do you consider to be the three most important ecological 
problems in the world? 
- 2. Do you see an ecological crisis in the ~orld? (problems 
serious enough to be a crisis?) 
in the :Pac:S~fic Nor th we st? 
Do you thi..nk man 1 s survival is endarigered? Why or 'h'hy not 1 
Are you optimistic or pessimistic about h~s-chances? 
A. w'hy did you sign up for the ecology course? (informants) 
B~ w'h.at is the major err1phasis of your ecology CO\lrse? (informants) 
c. Did ycru know the:re w~is an ecology cctn·se being offered 1 (x·andom) 
Why didn't you take the course? 
D. Whtit are the major activities and il1terests that are pursued 
in your ecology club? (if in club qr organization) 
E. vlhat ecological books have you· read on ecology that have 
influenced you? 
5. Have you ever tried to do anything about the ecological 
problems? Specifically what? 
A. In school 
B. ~side of school 
c. How did you become ~cologically involved? (informants) 
D. vfny did you become ecologically involved? (informants) 
E. Have other students become involved for the same reasons 
as you? (informants) 
F. What are other students doing? (informr-mts) 
G. Would th~JY agree »'i th you on your choice of ecological 
problems, and with_your concern? (informants) 
6. ·what spaci.fically are you doing, and at .. e w~..L.lling to do, to 
change your life style if it meant hav:L."1.g a better emrirorunent? 
A. Would you SJlpport 1nass transit 1 
B. Would you liniit you1• family to two? 
c. Would you recycle?· 
7 e .A. Wb.at. are .your leisure a.ctivitios that take place outdooors? 
B. "W1hat opportu..l'liti.es ha·'1"e you had to go to wilderness areas? 
How often have you gqne? 
c. Do you camp? 
D. Are most of your activities centered in and around Portland? 
E. wb.ere have you traveled in the United States? 
8. A. Are there any ecological problems in your neighborhood? 
Specifically, w'hat ~e they? 
B. Have you, er any members of your f and.ly, made any effort to 
correct these ecological problems? If ·so, "Wha.t specifically? 
9 4' Ir:i the.1:,:.; 8.Ti!l ecologic;::.l pr·oblom tha.t would. concern yo'U o:c1ough 
that you would becorne actively involv{~d7 (random) . vfuat, in 
particular? 
10. ;,.fuat does the word Hecology11 mean to you? 
11. Wnat suggestions would.you make for a course in ecology to 
make students aware, concerned~ and involved? Is there any-
thing that you would specifically like to learn i:f you took the 
ecology course? (random) 
APPENDIX C 
Tli:AC~gR INTERVIEW GUIDg 
1. How did the Ehviro:nmental Crisis/11an-in-Emd.ronme~t course 
come into being? i~11y? When.? - -
2. What has been your role in bring1::ng this course into be-ing? 
J. How many students took the course -this year? 
L+. What kind of student tended to take the course? Why? Is 
this kind of student representative of the socioeconomic 
status of the school? 
-5. What has been your major emphasj,s in teaching the course? 
6. What has comprised th~ course in content? 
8. 'that kinds of' activities seemed to work -with what kind of 
student? Are there _any a.ctivit:'l.es that did not seem to work? 
Why? 
9. Do you feel that there'has been a change in the students' 
ecological awareness, concern, -and involvement since taking 
the ecology course? For how many students? What are some 
specific examples? -
10. What have been your ma:.jor ecological concerns and involvements? 
APPENDIX D 
VARIABLE DIC'I'IONARY 
ColTu"'i1n 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION SHEET 
4-6 Student Ider1tif:lcat:ion 
Reynolds 101---146 
Aloha. 20leu•-252 
7 Random or Infor11ant 
Informant •••••••••••c•••9 1 
Random ••••••••••••••••.,•• 2 
8 
9 
10 
Age at last birthday 
Sex 
15 
16 
17 
18 
••••••••••.•••••••• & ••• 0 
e•••·•••••·••••e•o•f!·••••c 
.• 0 ••••• •· •••••••••• ~ 0 & •• 
11ale ••• e ••••••• 0 () •••••• *' • 
FemaJ.e ..................... ~ 
Nu:llbe1' of children in family 
l •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2 • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .-. • • • • 
3 ••••••••••~••••••••o•:•• 
4-8 •••••••••••••••••••••e 
9-12 ··············#······ 
11 Year ir1 high school 
12 
Sophomore ···~··•••••••••• 
Ju.~ior ••••••••••••••••••• 
Senior •••••.•••••••••••••• 
Length in present home (years) 
0-1 ..................... .. 
2-5 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
6_:10 • • • c c 0 • ·• • • c • • • o • "' e • • o 
11 or more ••••••••••••••• 
l 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
l 
2 
3 
L,1. 
5 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
+.: 
Informant 
_m 
"" v
14 
25 
73 
54 
46 
8 
19 
50 
19 
l~ 
0 
54 
46 
8 
42 
35 
15 
Random 
(%)_ 
50 
86 
57 
9 
51 
!¥) 
7 
20 
24 
48 
2 
0 
100 
0 
17 
25 
J4 
24 
'folunm 
13 
Ca.tee-cries 
How would you environmentally 
rate the conummity you live L"1? 
Excellent • o •• " ~ ..... " ••• c i:. 
Good ~•c••·~·····~·~·~~··· ,.., . 
~air •••••$•••••••••e••••• 
Poor ••••••••••••••••••••~ 
Not sure 
14 Indicate the type of community 
15 
16 
17 
in which you live •. 
Urban •••••••••••••••••••• 
Suburban •••··~•••@••••••• 
Rural •••••••••••••••••••• 
Other ••••• •.• ••• ~ •••••••• c-
No response ••••o••••••••• 
Occupat:i.on of Father 
Upper level professional •• 
Middle lev~l professional 
Lower level professional •• 
Technical and.business -. •• 
Skilled tr ac~3 z c- ••••• · •••••• 
Sa'ni-skilled •••••••• ., •••• 
Unemployed ••••• ~•••••e•••• 
Deceased •• o•••C'••••••••••• 
Don't know, no response ••• 
Occupation of Mother 
Upper level professional • 
Middle level professional. 
Lower level professional • 
Technical and business ••• 
Skilled trades ••••••••••• 
Semi-skilled'••••••••••••• 
Unemployed •••••••e••••••• 
Deceased ··~··•••••••••••• 
Don't know, no response •• 
La.st year of education com-
pleted by father 
Grade schoo+ -••••••••• e_• •• 
High school ••••••·~··•••• 
College ••••••••••••••o••• 
Graduate school •••••••••• 
D-..>n 1 t know, no response.••-
·Code 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
3 
4-
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Inf orma.nt 
(%) 
4. 
39 
J9 
15 
4 
4 
81 
12 
4 
0 
0 
8 
12 
46 
h 
,15 
0 
12 
4 
0 
0 
8 
0 
27 
19 
LJ.6 
0 
0 
15 
35 
42 
8 
0 
1J6 
Random 
<&L 
9 
59 
Jl 
2 
0 
2 
64 
24 
5 
5 
J 
3 
14 
36 
19 
7 
5 
5 
9 
0 
2 
10 
J 
15 
15 
53 
0 
2 
12 
41 
29 
10 
9 
Colu..11111 
18 
19 
l.ast year of education 
completed by mo"!=-her 
Grade school ••O•••••••• .. • 
High school •••••••••••••• 
College •••••••••••••••••e 
Graduate school •••••••••• 
Don~t know. no. response ••• 
Student's religious preference 
Protestant •• ~····•••e••••• 
Ca.tholic •• e .............. . 
J evtlsl1 ••••• 0 • e ••••••• 0 ••• 
Other ••••••••6•••0••••••• 
No religious preference ••• 
20 Parents' religious preference 
Protestant ••••••••••••••o 
Ca tholi.c ................. . 
Je-vdsh ••••• •.• ••••• •.• ••••• 
Other ••••••••c••••••••••~ 
No religious·preference ••• 
21 Student's political 
22-23 
Pl"eference 
Republican ••••••••••e•••• 
Democrat ••et-•••••••o••••• 
Other•••••••••••$•••••••• 
No political preference ••• 
Where do you receive l"lost of 
your information on ecological 
problems? 
Television e•••••••••••••• 
Films ••••• ., •.• fl •••••••.•••• 
Radio ••••••••••••• , •••••• 
Magazines ••••••••••o••••• 
Newspapers ••••••••••••••• 
Books •••••••••••••••••••• 
Government agencies •••••• 
Discussion groups •••••e•o 
Speakers ••••••••••··~~··· 
Friends ••t:•••••••e••••••• 
Other ••••••• ~ •••.••••••••• 
Checked many_responses •••• 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
2 
J 
4 
5 
l 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Lnf ormant 
_ ..... ( ¢?._.:1 ) __ 
8 
58 
' 35 
0 
0 
39 
12 
0 
15 
35 
50 
8 
0 
19 
23 
27 
27 
15 
31 
8 
0 
0 
31 
8 
4 
0 
0 
12 
4 
27 
8 
13'? 
Random (%) 
5 
64 
24 
5 
2 
64 
15 
0 
15 
5 
71 
12 
0 
10 
7 
25 
37 
7 
31 
37 
0 
2 
29 
7 
2 
0 
2 
.5 
3 
9 
.5 
Column Categories 
24 Do you believe that most students 
25 
26-27 
L'l'll your school are concerned 
about ecology? 
Yes ·~••o••••••••••··~···· 
No ••••••~••••••••~••••••• 
Uncertain •••••••••••••••• 
The ecology cr:tsis can be solved 
by the application of technology. 
l 
2 
3 
Strongly agree ••••••••••• l 
Agree • • .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Uncertain •••••••••••••••• J 
Disagree ••••••••••"•••••• 4 
Strongly disagree •••••••• 5 
V.lhat is your major L"lterest in 
environmental issues? 
Conserva..tiorr ••••••••••••• 
Population••••••••••"•••• 
Societal v·e.lues and 
priorities •••••••••••••• 
NaturaJ_ rccnu~-ccs •••• "0 e ~ ~ 
Air pollu.tion ••••••e••••• 
Water pollut~on ••••••••e• 
Noise pollution ••••••·~·· 
Pollution in general ••••• 
Recycling ••••!!••••••••••• 
Urban problems ••••••••••• 
Food problems •••••••••••• 
Ecologica.J. systems •••• e •• 
Checked many responses ••• 
1 
2 
3 
h 
) 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
QUESTION?-JA:m.E 
28 \-Jb~at do you consider to be the 
three most important ecological 
problems :i.n the world? 
Population, a:l.r pollution, 
water pollu.tion ••••• ti •••• l 
Population, scarcity, and 
pollution e>o•••e•o•••••t>•e 3 
P opul a. t ion, pollution, 
other •••••••••e••••••~••• 5 
All pollution •••••••••••• 6 
Pollution and othe1~s ••••• 7 
Population, crux of all •• 8 
Other •••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Informant 
(~) 
42 
31 
27 
15 
27 
27 
19 
12 
12 
58 
12 
Ir. 
.... 
4 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
35 
12 
12 
0 
19 
15 
8 
l.38 
Random. 
(%) 
l+-2 
29 
29 
10 
42 
JlJ. 
12 
2 
7 
29 
0 
lh 
l'? 
19 
3 
3 
2 
0 
2 
2 
3 
31 
5 
7 
37 
9 
J 
9 
Column Ca.teP-or:tes 
29 Do you see an ecological- crisi.s 
in the world? 
Yes •••••••••••c•••••••••• 
No •~•••c••~•••••••••••••• 
Don't know •••e••••Q•••••• 
Not yet, wil.l be if keeps 
g 0 ing . • ••••••••••••• ~ • fl ••• 
JO Reasons 
Mentions sj)eci.fic problem 
There is a crisis in certain 
areas ••••••••••••••••8••• 
If somethj~g isn't done, 
there will be a crisis •••• 
Other reasons ••••••••s•oo 
No reasons given ••••••••• 
31 If specific problem is mentioned, 
what is that problem(s)? 
Population .••••• ~ ••••••••• 
Air pollution •••••••••••• 
WAt.e.r p<)lJ \11".4 on ~ ~ ~ .. . ~ ~· !'.',., c: ~· 
~o.tld µull·u.. ;:,~on •••••• e •••• 
Pollution in general ...... 
Awareness, education, 
a tti.tudes ................ ., 
Scarcity· (:re~ources, food 
production, space) •e~•••• 
Other problems •••••e••••• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
32 Is there an ecological crisis in 
the Pacific Northwest? 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Don't know ·~••••&••~···•• 
Not yet, not as bad as 
other places_••••••••••••• 
33 Rea.sons 
Mentions specific problem 
There is a. crisis in 
certain areas •••••••••••• 
If somethins .isn't done, 
there will be a crisis ••• 
OthP-r reasons •••••••••••• 
No· reasons given ••••••••• 
Code 
1 
2 
J 
1 
2 
3 
4. 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
!+ 
5 
Info:emant 
C%) 
85 
4 
4 
8 
77 
12 
8 
0 
4 
19 
8 
R 
-v 
12 
27 
15 
0 
l? 
46 
1.5 
8 
31 
50 
J5 
15 
0 
0 
139 
Random 
C~) 
63 
5 
7 
2.5 
14 
20 
7 
10 
22 
5 
2. 
0 
15 
14 
3 
10 
29 
24 
14 
9 
54 
49 
32 
7 
7 
5 
Column 
34 
Ca. teg_orieg Code 
If. specific problem is mentioned, 
what is that problem(s)? 
Population, '!r population and 
pollu.tion ••~••e•••••e•o•• l 
Air polluti.on •••• $ •••• o.. 2 -
Water pollution •o••o•••e• 3 
Land polluti9n &o••••••••• 4 
Pollution in ·gem.er.al_ • o o.. 5 
Awareness, education, 
attitudes •c•e••*········· 6 
Scarcity (resources, food 
production. space) •• 0.... 7 
Other problems •••••••••• ~ 8 
Not applicable ••••••••e•• 9 
35 Do you thi."lk man'~ survival is 
endangered? 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yes, if keeps going •••••• 
No ••*••••~••••••o•••••••• 
Not yet 0 gett:L~g to be ••• 
Not rLpplic~!'::--lc .. e "''- .. Q .. ~· ... ,:-, $ 
36 Are you optimistic or pessimistic 
about man's cha.~cesi1 
Optimistic ••••• * •• o •••.•• o 
FessL'i'listic •••••••••e•••• 
If thL'""lgs done, optimistic~ 
if trend cont;inues, 
pe ssir11istic · •••••••••••••• 
Not applicable e•••••••••• 
Don't know •••e••••••••••• 
37 Reasons 
Mentions specific problem 
Depends on m.~Y'l 1 s at ti tu des, 
awareness9 and concern ••• 
Will depend on ma.n's 
adaptation •••••~••••••••• 
Tne crisis is in tho future 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
Not applicab+e e•••••••••• 
l 
2 
J 
1,J, 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
Informant 
(fo) 
19 
12 
15 
0 
12 
0 
15 
4 
23 
.58 
.15 
0 
12 
15 
35 
50 
8 
4 
4 
31 
39 
15 
4 
0 
12 
140 
Random 
(jb) 
19 
10 
14 
0 
19 
3 
9 
24 
54 
12 
9 
12 
it~ 
46 
22 
10 
ll~ 
9 
)9 
10 
14 
10 
14 
14 
Colwnn Ca.tegor:ies 
)8 wby are you opti.~istic or 
pessimistic? 
l·~an has or will find 
solutions •••••••••••••~·· 
Adaptation (living vs. 
survival) • ~··c e •.-• •••• fl ••••• 
Mentions particular problem 
Not applicable ••••••••••o 
Other reasons •···~••••••• 
39 ~tlh.y did you sign up for the 
ecology course? (irilo1·mants) 
Interested tn subject of 
40 
ecology ••••••••••••••••$• 
Wanted to learn ·more about 
the problems •••••••••••~• 
To learn more, to help •••• 
Credit requirements. choice 
of courses available • ., o •• 
Ot.h.er res.sor) s ......... .,. ........ .. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
J 
4 
1t1hat is the major emphasis of 
your ecoloe-.Y colJ_rse? (informants) 
Knowledge (made aware of 
problems) ••••••••••••••••• 1 
Learning abo,.tt_ problems and 
41 
42 
doing somethin~ about them 2 
People's attitudes need 
changing about~_the crisis 
Other reasons ••••••••••~• 
Did you know the ecology course 
was being offered? (random) 
Yes •••••••••••••••••e•••~ 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
Reasons for not taking course? 
Wa.ntei to take another ••• 
Didn't sound 'irlteresting •• 
Other requirements •••••••• 
Didn't understand it ••••• 
Could learn elsewhere •• "' .... 
Heard things about course. 
Other reasons ••••••••"'••• 
Not applicable ••••••~··~· 
No reasons given •••••&••• 
3 
4 
1 
2 
J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Informant 
(%~ 
31 
8 
4 
35 
23 
39 
15 
15 
15 
12 
42 
39 
.8 
12 
Random 
(%)_ 
48 
12 
5 
24 
12 
80 
17 
4 
20 
15 
10 
7 
2 
10 
14 
15 
7 
Cate~;orh~s 
--------
4J Will you. ta.ke the course next 
44 
year7 (random) 
Yes ec•••••••o••••••··~··· 
~ ... ,. 
~o •••••••~••0•~•••••••••• 
Do·n ' t kn ow· ........ o •• ., • o ., •• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
No r.esponse •oc•c••••••••• 
Readings :i.ri ecology that have 
influE-mced you? 
J..ii ttle or no reading •• c111 o 
Mentions specif:tc books, 
articles ·~···~······~·••• 
Few articles, : i11agaz:L"les •• 
l1entions specific magazines 
Class lectures, discussions 
Can't remember ••e•••••••• 
Involvement in ecological 
activities, inschool? 
Earth Day \~t~ed or did 
something tha. t day) •• o • f} • ,. 
'Scho<)l (lr'£'B.l'"l'·,.;."..B.ti\'n1S ~ ;';'' ~ .. 
.' . .,). ·5 Qja f~ ;;;.-.. ... .t,fJ ,~ ....... :.., ~ v ..Lo f.,..i 0 •• • .•• 1Lon...,... +.c;~ ,,,...1-1·.,-~ J.1• ec· Shm:·t-terrn activiti.es •••• 
Course~ i.."1volve:ment .. " •••• t; 
No :invo1vetrnent f< ••••••• 11.,, 
IJ6 Involvement in ecological 
activit:i.E1s, 01.ttrd.de of school? 
) Ver:/. involved. and tries to 
i· convJ..nce other•s to be •••• 
/;,.. .. Nery :involved ......... ~ ••• 
\Partially ilr~olved and tries 
Ito convi..~ce others to be • 
Ip . . l . . , " \ art,J.a 111VOJ..Ve:::nent. •• Iii •• ,.. 
iLittle 01~ no ·ir1.volv0mEmt,. • 
47 How d:id you become ecologicilly 
involved? 
Not applicable •••••••••••• 
1.'hrough other people, o:r 
:f'riends •• ~.·~·••••••••11••., )ThrouGh course/tsachers ••• 
Through pare11tsc .......... . 
Thi .. ou6h the media ••••••• ~ • 
Other :,zays •.• ~ ........ s ••••• 
Code 
l 
2 
3 
l.f. 
e:; 
.,, 
1 
2 
J 
lf. 
5 
6 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
2 
3 
J.i-
5 
(-.. 
.... 
Informant 
_(_%_) __ 
8 
65 
15 
4 
4 
4 
23 
8 
1.5 
12 
27 
15 
. 19 
8 
39 
23 
l.2 
12 
8 
46 
l.2 
l+ 
19 
Rtu1dom 
_i&. 
19 
49 
14 
2 
15 
31 
27 
22 
3 
2 
15 
41 
'! 
0 
0 
5 
48 
0 
0 
10 
25 
64 
71 
3 
7 
12 
5 
2 
Column Cate;::ories 
lta Why did you become ecologically 
involved? 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Through a.~other pe~son: 
fl .. iend, teacher, pa.rent ••• ~­
Readings or the media~••G• 
Concern for enviror ... --nent ••• 
Through the course•••••c•• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
'49 Have other students become in-
volved for same reasons as you? 
Yes ••••••••••oe•••••••••• Qualified yes ••••• ., •••••• 
Don't know•••••••••••••"«> 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
50 \i~at are other students doing? 
Don 1 t kno"-i:.· ••••••••••••••• 
Mentions specific names.o. 
Knows of 0t.h0rr:v no n~.r~i::is 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Other responses ••••··~··· 
51 Would they agree with your choice 
o:f ecological,problems and your 
concern? 
.52 
53 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Qualified yes •••••••••••• 
No••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Qualified no.· ••••••••••••• 
Don' t knoi·1 :- ••••••••••••••• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Other reasons •••e•••••••• 
~Zhat specifically are you doing, 
or willing to do, to change 
your life style? 
Hany spontaneous responses 
lfostly p1~odded responses,. o 
Specifics on n1ass transit 
Would support it, pay taxes 
Supports ~ass transit, r.ot 
payi..~g taJCes for it •••••• 
Other responses ~·•••••••• 
Not applicable •••••••••o• 
Code 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
1: 
2 
~ 
~ 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
l.J, 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
-.Informant 
(fo) 
35 
4 
0 
42 
12 
8 
46 
15 
12 
·15 
12 
12 
.39 
23 
8 
l.5 
23 
27 
8 
12 
23 
4 
4 
77 
23 
62 
19 
0 
19 
143 
85 
2 
J· 
7 
0 
3 
·3 
2 
3 
90 
2 
5 
2 
0 
92: 
2 
2 
7 
2 
0 
0 
90 
0 
37 
63 
66 
31 
~ 
./ 
0 
_,_ -
, Column 
5.5 
__________ , ____ C_a_!..__e_.~i.e~·ns ____ .._. ____ _ 
Specific~ on limiting fa..'71ily 
Would limit family to two 
Would not lirr1i t family.'" •• 
Not applicable •••••••••• ti 
Other responses •••••••••• 
Specifics on recycling 
Would recycle .. ci ••••••••••• 
Would not recycle, would if 
had to (not on own) • G• •• " 
Not applicable •••••••••e• 
Other respor;i.ses •••••••••• 
56 What are yom" leisure activities 
that take place outdoors? 
Outside, a~ay from ho~e 
activities (hike, fish, 
backpack, hunt) •••••••••• 
Athletics ••••o••••••e•••o 
Outside, around home activi-
ties (walk-, ·yardwork, play 
·with animals) ••••••••••••• 
Otl~-G~i'.1 re.Sf:iCl~s·as •••••••••• 
Combination of 1 and 2 ••• 
Not applicable • ·-~ •••••••• 
57 ,,•Jhere do you spend most of yo"t.U'" 
time? 
Indoors ···~····•••••••••• 
Outdoors ••••.••••••••••••• 
i and t ••••~$•••••••••••• 
Not applicD.ble ........... . 
58 \'Jhat opportuntie$ have you ha.d 
to go to wilderness areas? 
59 
Nany opportunities ••••••• 
Few opportimities •••••••• 
What kind of campins do you do, 
:i.f you camp? 
Tent camps ,or bi·tekpacks •• 
Trailer ca.'lflps ~ ••••••••••• 
Does not ca.mp ••••••••••e• 
Not. applicable ••••••••••• 
. ; 
Code 
l 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
5 
6 
l 
2 
J 
4 
l 
2 
l 
2 
J 
4 
Informant 
..... _(;i) -
89 
8 
4 
0 
50 
4 
46 
0 
31 
23 
J1 
4-
8 
4 
12 
69 
12 
8 
69 
.31 
62 
4 
15 
19 
144 
Random 
_ill_ 
75 
20 
0 
5 
54 
22 
22 
2 
14 
29 
34 
10 
5 
9. 
15 
51 
34 
0 
42 
.58 
41 
22 
31 
7 
Column Cate?.'or:tes 
60 Extent of travels? 
Little travel •••••••••••• 
Oregon and Washington •••• 
Pacific Northwest and 
Ca.l if ornia. · ••••••••••••••• 
USA, traveled extensively. 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
61 Nu.~ber of times _you visit the 
62 
city of Portland7 
lX ~eek ·•··~··•••••··~··· 
2-3.X week •••••••••••••••• 
2X rncnth .... · •••••••••••••• 
lX month ••••••.••••••••••• 
Hardly ever •••••••••••••• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Are there any ecological problems 
in your neighborhood? Wbat? 
Mentions a:specific problem 
Code 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
J 
4 
.5 
6 
7 
(slew behind· our house). • • • 1 
General problem (air 
pollution) ••••••o•••••••• 2 
No problems."••••••••••••• J 
63 Have you or any fa..~jJ_y ~ember 
made any effort to correct these 
ecological pro_blems? 
64 
Yes, specif k.ally did 
someth:ing •••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l~ot applicable ............ . 
Is there any ecoYogical. problem 
that would concern you enough that 
you would become actively involved? 
I.f it affected me personally, 
l 
2 
3 
got really close to me •••• 1 
There's nothj.ng one person 
can do ••••••e••·········· 
J.f it gets bad enough ••o• 
\Menti?ns specific J?robl.em or 
<organization to join ••••• 
No, don't know ••••••••••• 
Other responses •••••••••• 
No response •••••••••••••• 
Mentions general problem 
(ail~ polllution, population) 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
145 
Irif ormant Random 
_{.._.;'6 l~ _ ... ~;b L 
12 
0 
42 
19 
27 
23 
19 
4 
8 
0 
Jl 
15 
27 
19 
19 
65 
15 
12 
8 
8 
27 
0 
12 
4 
J1 
7 
10 
54· 
22 
7 
15 
22 
10 
17 
14 
20 
2 
2'7 
24 
l"9 
22 
31. 
48 
10 
5 
7 
2 
24 
19 
0 
34 
Colur.m Cate~o~_s __ ..._ ______ ._.._ 
What does the word. "ecologyH 
mean to you? · 
Tne environment, study of 
the environ:nen.t, nature •••. 
Conservation, preservation 
of our environment ···~··· 
The problems,· condition of 
our envirorun.ent ••••• "o ••• 
Interrelation of species •• 6 
Ba.lance of nD.ture, balanced 
ecosystems ~, •••••• s ••••••• 
Other responses ••••c•••6'e 
Don't know *•••••••••••o•• 
Mentions specific problems 
66 Suggestions for·a course in 
ecology to make students aware, 
concerned, and involved? 
67 
·28-43 
44 
(17) 
Field trips to see how 
bad it is ,••••••••••••~•e 
Course serves the purpose 
Speakers, specialists ••••• 
Get involvs::i· ••• " ........ " .... 
No ideas •••••••••••••••e• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
If you took the course, what 
would you like to learn? 
What a..1'1 individual can do, 
how to get involved •••••e 
Nentions a specific problem 
Learn how bad the problen:s 
really a.re ••••••••••••••• 
Learn w'.nat needs to be done 
(costs, laws)•••••••e••••• 
Other responses •••••••••• 
No ideas, not :interested •• 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 
CF PICTURES (Deck II) 
Ranking of pictures in order 
't1ha t does the picture represent 1 
O..·erp opulation, population 
explosion •••.••••••••••••• 
Other •••••• !.• •••••••••••• 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
h 
.5 
6 
7 
l 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
lnf ormant 
~__Jj)__ 
27 
12 
8 
1.5 
15 
4 
0 
19 
19 
Jl 
8 
15 
8 
15 
4 
12 
. 19 
1.5 
0 
15 
0 
39 
100 
0 
Random 
C%l 
32 
14 
14 
5 
9 
3 
10 
14 
29 
15 
9 
5 
19 
19 
5 
14. 
24 
22 
12 
3 
17 
9 
90 
10 
Colum..'11 
45 
46 
i.J.7 
(20) 
Cate!!ories 
Why is population a problem? 
Social problems (unrest, 
jobs) ~·••••~•~··e~•••••~~ 
Crux of other problems ••• 
Problem of sca.rcity (food, 
resources, space)a••••e••~ 
Not a problem (something 
else is) ••••v••••••e••••o 
Other problems a••••••••c• 
Not applicable ~··••••o••• 
Does the U.S. haye· a population 
problem? 
In certain areas (cities) 
Yes, all over •••••••••••• 
It will have one, if keeps 
go.ing as is •••••••••• ~ •• ~ 
Partially, not as bad as 
other countries •••••••••• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
Not a.ppltc'able •••• ti •••••• 
Wha,t does t.he p:tl"'.t11T'e :t~epreser.iU 
Air pollution, industrial 
pollution ••• .'•••••••••••e 
Other ••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Coda 
l 
2 
3 
4. 
5 
6 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
l 
2 
48 \·Jhy is ail' pol:fution a proble..."'11? 
Affects life - heal th &"1d 
su..-vival ••• ·• ••••••••••••• 
Econo~ic rea~ons (apathy by 
industries)~··•••••••••••• 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
wbo is responsible for doi..'l'lg 
somathin~ about the problem? 
The government (laws) ••••• 
People ·who do the polluting 
and if they don'~ the 
1 
2 
3 
l 
gO\rernment................ 2 
EverJbody (people, factories, 
govern.rnent) •• ,. ••••••• o.... J 
Govern.'Tlent th:cough the 
people •••••••••••••e•••s• 4 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 6 
Informant 
~
8 
54 
31 
8 
0 
0 
8 
50 
0 
8 
4 
31 
96 
4 
35 
42 
2J 
12 
15 
50 
15 
8 
Random (%) 
12 
20 
37 
5 
15 
10 
29 
19 
17 
17 
5 
14 
98 
2 
75 
10 
15 
5 
41 
7 
0 
Colu..rri.n 
50 
(19) 
51 
vfuat does the picture represent? 
Wa tar pollution • o •••••.•• .; 
Other • s ••••• .-0 ••••• e ••• e " ., 
Don' t know ~ .•••••••••••••• 
Why is water pollution a problem? 
Water needed for life (fish, 
Code 
1 
2 j 
source of food for hu..mans). l 
Attitudes and actions of 
people (economic, ignoi•ance, 
don' t care-) ••• ., • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Not applicable ••••••••••• 3 
Other reason~ •••••••••••• 4 
52 Does it bother you to see a dead 
53 
(2) 
55 
fish? · 
Yes, li.~e fishing, fish 
alive •••••c•~•••••••••••• 
Useless kill:L~g - a waste 
and repercussions for the 
life cycle' ... Cl 0 • e ••••••••• 
Yes, don't like to see dead 
anim.als r. ~ .~ ~- ~ ~ 1' ~ '.'.:·" ~ ~ .. ,, • ~ ~:: :" 
If continues, could be ma.n 
N6 ••••••···~··••••••••••• 
Not applicable ••••• c ,, •••• 
Other reasons···•••••jl•••• 
"r-Jhat does the picture represent 1 
Litter, land pollution •s• 
Other ····~•·••••••••••••• 
Not applicabl~ ••••••••••• 
Why is litter a problem? 
Ruins beauty., gives bad 
jJnpression ••••••••••••••• 
Disposal problems ••••••••• 
Hazard (health, accident, 
fire) ...................... . 
Other reasons •••••••••••• 
Not appl:icabl9 •••••• ., • 8 •• 
Why do people litter? 
Attitudes a_.ytd actions (don't 
care, laziness, ignora..~ce) 
Not enough ~onta.iners •••• 
Other •••• " ••••••••••••••• 
Not applicable •••••••~••• 
1 
2 
:~ 
4 
5 
6 
7 
l 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
I• 
•'fl 
5 
1 
2 
,3 
4 
Inf orrnant 
__ (_%_) __ 
85 
l} 
12 
46 
46 
4 
4 
12 
31 
8 
4 
0 
31 
15 
77 
19 
4 
39 
19 
8 
J1 
4 
85 
Ii 
4 
8 
.Randozn 
(;h) 
78 
14 
9 
57 
17 
5 
20 
15 
39 
9 
9 
14 
10 
5 
100 
0 
0 
49 
7 
20 
10 
14 
86 
7 
5 
2 
Column 
57 (?) 
58 
59 (8) 
60 
_____ c_a_tE.}:?;01• :1.e s Co,ili: 
Do you litter? 
Yes, thj.nk about it more, 
less than cafore ••••••••• 1 
Yes. nothing big •••••• .,... 2 
No •••••··~••••••••••••••• J 
No, when I think about it. 4 
Not applie:able •••••••• "••• 6 
vrnat does the picture represent? 
The earth 1 world, planet.. 1 
The world a.rid all its 
problerns ••••••••••••••••• 
Don't know. don't under-
stand•••••••••••••••••••• 
Other •••••••••••••••••••• 
Space progTam •••••••••••• 
Air pollution, smog •••••• 
Ecological pictures associ.ated 
with this picture{ 
No, no pro"blems •••••••••• 
Think of alJ. tl1e problems, 
or mentions s.ori1e ..... ~. "' •• 
Most i..'1lportant thing, 
represents everything ••••• 
How beautii~~J.l it is from a 
distance (how we want it to 
be, what it used to be) ••• 
Other •••••••••••••••••••• 
Not applicab;I.e ••••••••••• 
What does the picture represent? 
Space progra~, rocket •••• 
Technology. prosress •••••• 
Pollution of some kind •••• 
Waste of money ••••••••••• 
Other •••••••••••••••••••• 
Any ecological proble~s in 
picture? .Are you i'1 favor of 
the space prcgra~1 
Wastes money which could be 
used on ea1~th 1 s problems •• 
New place of inhabitation. 
Creates pollution •••••••• 
Search for knowledge ••••• 
Other .................... e. 
No problems •••••••••••••• 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
L} 
5 
6 
Informant 
(§) 
19 
4 
31 
8 
39 
58 
12 
0 
12 
12 
8 
4 
15 
19 
23 
0 
35 
19 
8 
35 
4 
62 
8 
8 
8 
15 
0 
ll-!9 
Random 
(4) 
32 
14 
32 
12 
10 
66 
10 
7 
7 
9 
2 
17 
42 
15 
10 
10 
5 
54 
9 
22 
12 
3 
37 
17 
12 
12 
7 
15 
150 
Informant Random 
Col~ Ca ter".{':tr1c s ~ (jb l _{L"il_ ......,__,J~-~--~~----
-
61 What docs the picture represent? 
(15) .Enjoyment. fun, ~. recrea l,J.on 1 19 27 
Dontt know, don't under-
stand 
e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c •" 
2 12 15 
Dune b'.lgeies, on the ban.ch 3 12 17 
Other •••• :.o•••••••••••••• 4 19 15 
No problerns .• e •••••• c. ••• ,,. 5 lt- 3 
Need for open spaces, un-
disturbed places ••••o~••• 6 8 14 
Funt but ru:i.ni,rig land •• ,,, •• 7 27 9 
62 Ecological problems associated 
with picture? 
lfo problem~~··••••••••••• 1 0 31 
Land problems, tearing up 
the land ~···· ............ 2 19 12 
Not hurtj.ng the land. because 
it's desert.~·•••••••••••• 3 23 9 
Noise pollut.i.on, need for 
quiet areas ••••••• ~·•w•••• 4 23 12 
Ail .. pollut:fon, oil slicks .5 8 12 
Other ,.... ~ ~. ·~ '!:- ~ •" •· 1' ~ ~ \1 r, ~ t'I '!" <";' ..::; e "Ct: t) 2J 20 
Not applicable •••• 0 •.•••• 0 7 4 5 
63 1tlha.t does the picture represent? 
(3) Don't know,·don 1 t under .... 
stand 1 e•f'>•o••••c••e••••c• l 0 10 
Boy trying to understand 
plant, watching it grow<>•• 2 12 2.5 
Importance of the relation-
ship of man ft:r1d nature ••••• 3 . 23 15 
Next eeneration a.lid their 
life on earth (both boy .md 
plant are starting life)u 4 23 17 
Boy looking sad (last plant 
on earth, plant won 1tgl"ow) 5 31 20 
Other •••••. • ••••••• c •••• e () • 6 12 12 
